There’s no such thing as too many books.
What Does It Mean to Be Safe?
Rana DiOrio

Key Selling Points:
• **Award Winning Series:** *What Does it Mean to Be Safe* is part of the award-winning and bestselling What Does It Mean to Be...? series

• **Approachable writing:** A broad and approachable introduction to the idea of safety for children

• **Kids can make a difference:** This book offers real-world suggestions that kids can do right now to make a difference

Summary
The world can be a scary place for kids; that’s why it’s important to empower them with the knowledge of how to be safe!

Conversations about safety with children used to focus on looking both ways before crossing the street and watching out for "stranger danger." But in today's world, there are a number of ways that children need to be aware and selective about their personal safety. From using the Internet to standing up to bullies and knowing when is the right time to get a caring adult's help, this addition to the award-winning What Does It Mean to Be...? series is the perfect book to educate and foster dialogue between children and adults.

Contributor Bio
RANA DIORIO has written her way through life—as a student, a lawyer, an investment banker, a private equity investor, and now as an author and creator of children's media and products. Her personal pursuits include fitness training, practicing yoga, reading non-fiction and children's literature, dreaming big dreams and helping other entrepreneurs realize theirs, and, of course, being global, green, present, safe, and kind.
What Does It Mean to Be American?
Rana DiOrio, Elad Yoran, Nina Mata

Key Selling Points:
- **Important and timely topic matter:** With so many Americans feeling uneasy and the political divide growing larger each day, this is the perfect time to be reminded what it means to be American.

- **Award Winning Series:** *What Does it Mean to Be American?* is part of the award winning The What Does it Mean to Be...? Series which has sold more than 100,000 copies.

- **Bipartisan Authors:** Written by a liberal and a conservative to give both perspectives on opposite sides of the divide.

**Summary**

An engaging new entry in the What Does It Mean to Be...? series that celebrates what it means to be an American—regardless of your politics.

What does it mean to be American? Does it mean you like apple pie or fireworks? Not exactly.

While politics seem to divide our country into the two opposing teams of red and blue, one truth remains: we are all Americans. But what does that mean? This continuation of the popular What Does It Mean to Be...? series provides a nonpartisan point-of-view perfect for any and all Americans who are proud of who they are—and where they come from, regardless of their political views.

**Contributor Bio**

RANA DIORIO was born in Providence, RI and grew up in a colorful Italian-American family. As a political science major/psychology minor in college, and then as a law student, she became fascinated with understanding perspective, and how just about any person, place, thing, or situation can be interpreted in so many valid ways. As a result, Rana is better able to respect and appreciate diversity. ELAD YORAN has over 20 years experience in the cyber security industry and has been recognized as “Entrepreneur of the Year” by Ernst & Young. Elad also served as an officer in the U.S. Army and is a ...
Your Best Is Next
How to Live Your Fullest Life During Your "Gun Lap"
Ira Blumenthal

Key Selling Points:
• **Author is a Powerhouse:** Ira is a huge self-promoter and media personality, with large corporate partners and speaking network

• **Overlooked Audience:** Inspirational and motivational content for seniors is sorely lacking — this fills in that gap

• **Catching Hook:** Inspirational message using the “The Gun Lap” in a race as a metaphor for life

Summary

Seize everyday like it’s the your gun lap!

During the final lap in a race, a gun is fired to let racers know that this is their last chance to give the race their all, to pull out all the stops and WIN! Using "The Gun Lap" as a signal to get our lives in gear, we are freed of all limitations, but especially those we put on ourselves due to age, lack of time, and perceived lack of talent. *Your Best is Next* encourages readers to adopt a "it is never too late" strategy in order to learn new skills or follow a new passion - giving real life examples and action strategies.

Contributor Bio

IRA BLUMENTHAL is the founder of Co-Opportunities, Inc., an Atlanta-based consulting company that has counseled world class clients such as Coca-Cola, Nestle, Kroger, McDonald’s, Harrah’s, American Airlines, Disney, Hallmark Cards, United Artists, Marriott, Exxon, Walmart. Originally from New York, Blumenthal now resides in Atlanta.
The Happiness Hack
How to Take Charge of Your Brain and Program More Happiness into Your Life
Ellen Petry Leanse

Key Selling Points:

• **Author is an Authority on the Topic:** Ellen Petry Leanse is a leading authority on digital and offline innovation and has given a TEDx Talk on this issue and has received major media attention for *The Happiness Hack*

• **Society’s rising dependence on technology:** means everyone can find value in Leanse’s insights and expertise

• **Reassuring and actionable advice:** that will appeal to a wide variety of readers who otherwise feel overwhelmed and disconnected and despite wanting to change, don’t know where to start

Summary

**Learn how to connect to your happiness in a disconnected world!**

Are you feeling overwhelmed or disconnected from things that once mattered to you? As we rely more and more on technology, it isn't hard to see why the devices meant to simplify our lives can often cause us the most stress. In this refreshing, practical book, you'll learn ways to reclaim some of the calm and focus that has slipped away with the influx of so much technology. And along the way you'll gain new insights that bring you more connectedness and give you new ways of increasing happiness—all by your own design.

Contributor Bio

**ELLEN PETRY LEANSE** has worked for Apple and Google, and has consulted for more than forty technology companies. Today she coaches start-up teams, teaches at Stanford University, and writes on innovation, mindfulness, and product design.
The Story of the $6,000 Egg
Todd Duncan, Deb Duncan

Key Selling Points:
• **Strong Sales History:** Large corporate sales opportunity with dozens of a-list companies mentioned throughout the text and endorsed by the authors. Over 22,000 units sold of previous edition!

• **New York Times Best Selling Authors:** Todd and Deborah Duncan’s latest breakthrough Simple Truths title moves into the retail space for the first time!

• **Customer Loyalty is a Hot Topic:** A must read for anyone who desires to have a strategic advantage in the marketplace and win their customers’ loyalty and business forever!

Summary
The customer service playbook that will help blitz the competition and win life-long customers

Through the story of a $6,000 Egg, Deb and Todd Duncan reveal that even the smallest interactions have the power to create lifelong patrons, or on the flipside, alienate once-devoted customers. *The 10 Golden Rules of Customer Service* represents the costly mistake of removing customer satisfaction from the bottom line. The teachable moments divulged throughout the book transcend industry, position, and career level and encourage everyone to contribute, coaching readers to go above and beyond in order to get ahead.

Contributor Bio
TODD DUNCAN is a best-selling author and one of America’s most sought after motivational speakers and sales trainers. Duncan has quickly become a friend and mentor to salespeople around the globe for his authentic, balanced approach to success.
Wired to Win
How to Cut the Busy B.S. and Live Your Kick-Ass Life
Anthony Moore

Key Selling Points:
• **A fresh take on an popular topic**: that’s perfect for readers who want to stop wasting energy and finally create the life they’ve been dreaming of

• **Up-and-coming Author**: Anthony is an up-and-coming writer, having written several pieces that have gone viral

• **Living Fully & Authentically**: Embraces the trend of grabbing all the opportunities life has to offer and living authentically

Summary
Most people will never be successful. The reason? Addiction to mediocrity.

It doesn't have to be mediocre! Every moment of every day, you can choose to be extraordinary. You can choose to become someone you're incredibly proud to be, who accomplishes amazing goals and achieves greatness. With insights from the greatest and most successful minds the world has ever known, *Wired to Win* guides you through the disease of averageness so you can finally be free of the mediocrity trap. Leaders and teachers from every culture have attempted to inform the masses how they can be extraordinary; this book tells you what they all want to know.

Contributor Bio
ANTHONY MOORE has a Masters in Psychology from the University of the Rockies and writes on personal growth, self-improvement, and behavioral change in publications including Medium, Business Insider, CNBC, Yahoo!, and Thought Catalog. Moore and his wife live in San Diego, but are currently based in Vietnam teaching English and traveling the world.
The 90-Day Promise
How to Get Crazy Results - Fast
Rollan Roberts

Key Selling Points:

• **A Do-Able Timeline:** A focused, self-help primer for readers and leaders looking to kick start any goal in a relatively short period of time

• **Can apply to ANY goal:** A written application of 90-day concept (typically only seen in diet or fitness kick starts) into goal achievement

• **Authoritative and Successful Author:** Rollan is a media mogul as well as a leadership coach

**Summary**

**Magic can happen in 90 days!**

With *The 90-Day Promise*, you can achieve any goal - whatever that might be. Author Dr. Rollan Roberts would know- after starting from nothing he built an extraordinary political campaign, running a successful bid for a senate seat - in 90 days! What Dr. Roberts wants you to know is that you can spend years, even decades, struggling and grinding along trying to achieve success in any area and never get there...but there IS another way. The 90-Day Promise is about doing the right thing for 90 straight days - day in, day out, with 100% focus, purpose, and passion. When you are fully committed, that's where the magic happens!

**Contributor Bio**

DR ROLLAN ROBERTS II is an internationally renowned, best-selling author, speaker, and TV personality. He has founded and/or led several organizations that experienced significant exponential global growth. Dr. Roberts resides in Florida.
**The Unconventionals**  
*How Rebel Companies Are Changing Markets, Hearts, and Minds-and How You Can Too*  
Mike O’Toole, Hugh Kennedy

**Key Selling Points:**
- **Innovation and Success are Buzz Worthy Topics:** Provides a concrete strategy to making your business synonymous with innovation and success
- **Author Presence:** Based on the Authors’ award-winning and wildly popular Podcast “The Unconventionals”
- **Real-Life Examples:** References a multitude of unconventional businesses that readers connect to, who are reshaping the playing field when it comes to business as usual

**Summary**

*What do American Express, Converse, GE, and Lagunitas all have in common? They saw things differently.*

We’ve had our expectations turned upside down by leading brands like American Express, Converse, and Waze, simply because they saw things differently. How did they do that? By simply questioning the prevailing wisdom which then created outsized results and lasting change. The Unconventionals chronicles the amazing stories behind these solid business successes and shows you how reinventing your company (or starting a new one) can be easier than you think! Through in-depth interviews with the CEOs, CMOs and visionaries who had an idea that turned the unexpected into the expected you will learn how to become unconventional, too!

**Contributor Bio**

MIKE O’TOOLE is the president of PJA Advertising and Marketing, host of the award-winning podcast “The Unconventionals”, blogger for Forbes CMO network, speaker at Columbia University.

HUGH KENNEDY is the Co-author and supporting partner at PJA.
Create Your Yes!
When You Keep Hearing NO: A 12 Step Strategy to Success
Angela Hutchinson

Key Selling Points:
• Angela is a Tedx Presenter: and Create Your Yes! is based on her Tedx Talk of the same name

• Authoritative and Successful Author: Angela works as a life coach and consultant, and has a great media presence

• A Revolutionary New Technique that's Simple: A simple, life changing motivation technique that has the power to revolutionize your goals

Summary
Tired of hearing “No”? Then create your “Yes!”

When you are faced with rejection, do you hide in a corner or thrive? Angela Hutchinson has a fairly simple motto: dreams don't happen, dreams are made. By using her 12-step approach, those dreams that keep passing you by and those plans that never seem to come to fruition, can finally be realized. Rather than admit defeat in the face of "no", it's time to create your own victories. Dreams don't work unless you do...and with Angela's help, you'll be off to great start!

Contributor Bio
ANGELA MARIE HUTCHINSON is an entrepreneur, movie producer, casting director and former talent agent. Her consulting clients refer to her as The Dream Builder. A University of Michigan alumni, Hutchinson now resides in California.
The 10 Stories Great Leaders Tell
Paul Smith

Key Selling Points:
• **Powerhouse Author:** In addition to his corporate/speaking roles, Paul has been featured in major media like the *Wall Street Journal, Inc. Magazine, Time, Forbes*, and more!

• **Leaders + Storytelling = A Winning Combination:** This is a must-have guide for leaders, teaching them how telling their story, and the story of their business, can lead to great success

• **Advice from Leading CEOs:** The book is compiled using data from over 250 CEOs across 25 countries

Summary
Every company has a story that deserves to be told.

From inception to production, there is a narrative that explores why a company is successful. Take it a step further, and you'll discover why the company founders and employees believe in it - and why a customer should too! As a business, how can you connect with your customers in a way that makes them believe in your story as passionately as you do? As a leader, how can you engage your employees so that each day they too feel like heroes in your company's story? Paul Smith explores the narratives to set up true success as leaders - every step of the way.

Contributor Bio
PAUL SMITH is one of the world’s leading experts in organizational storytelling. He's a popular keynote speaker and corporate trainer in leadership and sales storytelling techniques, a former executive and 20-year veteran of The Procter & Gamble Company, and the bestselling author of three books: *Lead with a Story, Sell with a Story, and Parenting with a Story*. Paul lives with his family in suburb of Cincinnati, Ohio. Get more info at www.leadwithastory.com.
Edward B Fiske

Key Selling Points:
• The most trusted, well known college guide: Two-thirds of all selective college guides purchased in America are Fiske Guides, and USA Today calls Fiske the “best college guide you can buy”

• Includes New Data: new streamlined data focuses more on school character, diversity, and measures against sexual assault

Summary
The #1 bestselling college guide, from the most trusted expert

Every college and university has a story-and no one tells those stories better than former New York Times education editor Edward B. Fiske. Counselors everywhere agree, the Fiske Guide to Colleges is the best way to get to know the unique personalities of different schools without visiting campus.

In addition to Fiske's trademark descriptions, exclusive ratings, up-to-date tips from current students, and tools for broadening and narrowing your list, the Fiske Guide now includes useful information and data on diversity and sexual assault. The Fiske Guide is the #1 source for discovering more than 320 of the best colleges and universities-and finding the right one for you.

Contributor Bio
EDWARD B. FISKE served for 17 years as education editor of the New York Times. He created the Fiske Guide to Colleges to give college-bound students and their families better information on which to base their educational choices. He lives in Durham, North Carolina.
Change is Good... You Go First  (2nd Edition)
21 Ways to Inspire Change
Tom Feltenstein, Mac Anderson

Key Selling Points:
• **Get Your Team Inspired:** 21 stories that will inspire your team to get out of their comfort zone

• **Big Ideas, Little Book:** An easy-to-read business book that will unlock the door to growth for your organization.

Summary
**Deciding to make changes is easy. Getting your people on board is more difficult. But it doesn’t have to be...**

In this compact business management book, Mac Anderson and Tom Feltenstein take the reader through every step of change—from realization that change is a good thing, to implementing that change in every department, across all channels.

*Change Is Good...You Go First* will facilitate and champion change in any working environment and comes in an easily-digestible format, including well-organized lists and objectives to help your team achieve its goals. It's the go-to manual for how to handle change within an organization, and what each person on a team can do to prepare.

Contributor Bio
TOM FELTENSTEIN is the CEO and Founder of Power Marketing Academy, a leading consulting firm that serves and educates businesses in the industries of franchising, retail, hospitality, and service. He is a keynote speaker, trainer and marketing strategist and the author of fourteen books. MAC ANDERSON is the founder of Simple Truths and Successories, Inc., the leader in designing and marketing products for motivation and recognition. Mac has authored or co-authored twenty-two books that have sold over three million copies.
The Leadership Secrets of Hamilton, 2E (2nd Edition)
7 Steps to Revolutionary Leadership from Alexander Hamilton and the Founding Fathers
Gordon Leidner

Key Selling Points:
- *Hamilton the Musical* has created a significant trend surrounding Hamilton’s life that consumers are devouring right now
- Creating a colorful hook through the principals of the late 1770’s, illustrate what business leaders can take from the leaders who founded our country
- Attracts both historical and business audiences while pulling into the main market through the musical’s notoriety

Summary
The man who ignited America’s Success...

Determined to improve his lot in life, Alexander Hamilton took his first job at the tender age of 11. His success skyrocketed from that moment. Using Hamilton and the Founding Father's work ethics as our compass, history can lead our generation into success. Revolutionary techniques are paired with modern business mantras to create a leadership "how-to" that will invigorate you and your team. The Leadership Secrets of Hamilton is sure to revolutionize the way you view yourself as a leader.

Contributor Bio
GORDON LEIDNER is a board member of the Abraham Lincoln Institute, and he maintains the website GreatAmericanHistory.net, where he provides free educational material to students and educators on Abraham Lincoln, the Civil War, and the American Revolution.
Revolutionize Teamwork
How to Create and Lead Accountable Teams
Eric Coryell

Key Selling Points:

• **A Different Approach:** A new approach to teamwork that is both simple and revolutionary

• **Author is Authoritative:** Eric Coryell is a top Vistage Speaker and coach and brings authority to his writing

• **Proven Model:** *Revolutionize Teamwork* focuses on a proven model that has seen success across all top companies — particularly those known for their innovation

Summary

Build and Lead a Winning Team Created on Trust and Success

Taking a page from Facebook, Eric Coryell has created a teamwork model that creates trust, success, and true accountability. How? By redefining your team's model to be customer facing as opposed to reporting up! The strongest and most successful teams function through accountability and shared trust - two pillars that on paper, most teams claim to do, but rarely accomplish when structured with traditional methods. With Eric's proven technique you will see results and manage a team built on trust, shared success and accountability.

Contributor Bio

ERIC CORYELL dedicates his time to helping organizations engage their employees through strategic alignment, leadership development and the creation of functional and accountable teams. Coryell lives and works in the greater Milwaukee area.
2020 History Channel This Day in Women's History Wall Calendar
365 Days of Extraordinary Women and Events That Shaped History
History Channel

Key Selling Points:
• **The first calendar of its kind:** This is the first history calendar specific to women in the market

• **Facts from the authorities on history:** HISTORY® is one of the most recognized and respected sources for historical material and is the creator of the #1 bestselling history calendar

• **Fresh design with current and classic role models:** This one-of-a-kind calendar features important women from both the past and present day

Summary
**HISTORY? More like HERstory!**

From Joan of Arc to J.K. Rowling, this 2020 calendar takes a deeper look at how women have changed the world throughout history—both the women who worked behind the scenes centuries ago, and many that we know and admire today! A testament to the strong female role models who are famous (and even a little infamous), discover what these women did and how they changed the world.

Contributor Bio
HISTORY® is the leading destination for revealing, award-winning, original non-fiction series and event-driven specials that connects history with viewers in an informative, immersive and entertaining manner across multiple platforms. Programming covers a diverse variety of historical genres ranging from military history to contemporary history, technology to natural history, as well as science, archaeology and pop culture.
How Leaders Decide
A Timeless Guide to Making Tough Choices
Greg Bustin

Key Selling Points:
• **Author with major leadership contacts:** As the chair for Vistage International, Greg Bustin coaches the country’s greatest leaders and speaks to large audiences on behalf of his clients year-round

• **Unique format:** The devotional format for decision making and reflections on your business stands out from other leadership books

• **History’s most successful decision makers:** Based on actual results from 52 choices made in history’s biggest moments—one for each week of the year

• **Real world examples:** Offers real-world examples of decision making that lead to monumental events in our history but can be applied to everyday decisions we all make

**Summary**

Learn how history’s greatest choices can guide you through today’s tough decisions as a leader!

There is no golden rule for making decisions, but looking at major choices that great leaders made can most certainly offer a burst of inspiration. Author and leadership coach Greg Bustin aims to not only present the reader with great historical decisions, but also help growing leaders learn from those great resolutions that shaped history. Comprised of 52 weekly entries—one for each week of the year, this unique book combines a leadership guide with a reflection journal, plus an implementation process to help you make tough choices and expand your business.

**Contributor Bio**

GREG BUSTIN is the chair for Vistage International, who, in his role, not only coaches members, but also speaks for audiences and clients year round.
Experiments for Newlyweds
50 Amazing Science Projects You Can Perform with Your Spouse
Shaun Gallagher

Key Selling Points:
• **Author Track-Record:** The author’s previous book, *Experimenting with Babies*, has sold more than 33,000 copies

• **Fresh Angle in a Popular Category:** The wedding category is perennially strong and this book provides a fresh, fun angle that will appeal to today’s newlyweds

• **Will Create Reader Buzz:** Interesting and smart science experiments provide excellent talking points and potential for word-of-mouth buzz

Summary

Nerdy couples, grab your graph paper and get ready to perform some experiments...on each other

So you're getting married...but do you really understand your future spouse? Don't worry-science and data can help! Just run a few experiments based on game theory or research psychology, gain some insight into how your partner thinks and approaches problems, and get ready for a statistically significant conclusion that you two were made for each other.

With 50 experiments that can easily be performed at home, *Experiments for Newlyweds* is an ideal gift for couples who want to learn more about each other and how they can deepen their marital bond.

Contributor Bio

SHAUN GALLAGHER, who was a newlywed in 2007 and is now the father of three ongoing science experiments, has worked for *Forbes* and *Men’s Journal*. He lives outside Wilmington, Delaware.
Hacking Darwin
Genetic Engineering and the Future of Humanity
Jamie Metzl

Key Selling Points:

- **Author is a well-known speaker:** Author speaks regularly at some of the world’s most prestigious venues including SXSW, Google Zeitgeist, and Singularity University; his connections guarantee a large, built-in audience for the book.

- **First book of its kind:** *Hacking Darwin* is the first book to cover the entire past, present, and future of genetic-engineering, its science, and the ethical consequences.

- **Fast growing category:** Popular and social sciences is one of the fastest-growing categories in nonfiction.

Summary

The most surprisingly accessible book on scientific and human potential since *Homo Deus!*

**After 3.8 billion years humankind is about to evolve...through a new set of rules.**

Hacking Darwin is the first book to both fully and commercially explore the fascinating and controversial effect genetic-engineering will have on the future of the world. Geopolitics and biotechnology expert Jamie Metzl reveals how society is on the brink of incredible new science where the power to “upgrade” our children, eliminate diseases, and resurrect extinct species will shake the core foundations we’ve embraced since the dawn of time.

Contributor Bio

JAMIE METZL is a Senior Fellow for Technology and National Security of the Atlantic Council. His previous positions include the Senate, State Department, and the Clinton Administration. He is based in NYC. You can visit him at: http://jamiemetzl.com
The Cat in the Box
Chris Ferrie

Key Selling Points:
• Wildly Successful Author: Another exciting title from Chris Ferrie, the author of the highly successful Baby University series, which has sold over 750,000 copies
• Takes the Complex and Makes it Simple: Simplifies a complex idea and puts it into a picture book format for grownups
• Gift Opportunity: Perfect gag gift opportunity for college students or graduates

Summary
This illustrated, simplified explanation of Schrödinger’s cat paradox is the perfect gift for every scientist!

Schrödinger’s cat is a thought experiment meant to explain the flawed interpretation of quantum superposition. Chris Ferrie has broken down the theory into a whimsical picture book perfect for science nerds. Even the youngest generation of future scientists will enjoy the playful cadence of this light-hearted story!

Schrödinger used
This cat in a box
To dream up the first
Quantum paradox.
A paradox is something
That doesn’t make sense.
There must be an assumption
That is causing offense.

Contributor Bio
CHRIS FERRIE is an award-winning physicist and is the senior lecturer for Quantum Software and Information at the University of Technology Sydney. He has a Masters in Applied Mathematics, BMath in Mathematical Physics, and a PhD in Applied Mathematics. He lives in Australia with his wife and children.
This Book Will Set You Free
The 7 Emotional Clutter Blocks and How to Finally Conquer Them
Tracy McCubbin

Key Selling Points:

- **Original idea:** The 7 Emotional Clutter Blocks is Tracy McCubbin’s original idea, and it combines decluttering your physical space and providing readers with an emotional cleansing

- **Celebrity clientele:** Author Tracy McCubbin has worked with Mindy Kaling, Patricia Heaton, Adam Scott, Busy Philips and many more

- **Rapidly growing market:** The self-help market is growing quickly as more practical books mix with personal development, such as *The Gentle Art of Swedish Death Cleaning*

Summary

Conquer clutter and discover emotional cleansing with the liberating guide that will encourage readers to take their power back!

Unlike the rigid, sometimes formulaic methods of her de-cluttering competition, Los Angeles clutter guru Tracy McCubbin’s unique approach allows readers to conquer things like living in the past, feeling invisible, and general feelings of shame and unworthiness. Her empowering advice, tips, and tricks result in a beautiful home cleansed of emotional baggage and clutter, and spark a newfound feeling of freedom that allows readers to take on the world.

This engaging strategy is simple, soulful, and uplifting, encouraging readers to take their power back and move towards lasting happiness.

Contributor Bio

TRACY MCCUBBIN is founder and CEO of dClutterfly, a top LA-based home organizing company. She is also the daughter of a hoarder. She lives in LA. You can find her at https://tracymccubbin.com
Awaiting You
A Pregnancy Journal
Katie Clemons
A F*cking 2020 Calendar
Get Your Sh*t Together This Year
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:

• **A trendy gift for foul-mouthed friends:** Beautifully designed profanity can be found in stationery, fashion, and art

• **Swearing is backed by science:** Studies have shown that swearing is a cathartic way of relieving stress, regaining control, expressing oneself, and promoting well-being

• **Self-help and swearing are a winning combo:** Bestselling books like *Get Your Sh*t Together* and *The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck* show that profanity-filled self-help is trending with no hint of slowing

Summary

This calendar helps you cut through the bullsh*t.

This calendar has months. It has days. And it has the occasional bullsh*t holiday. What more do you need to know? It's a f*cking 2020 calendar. Packed with profanity (and stickers!), this blunt and hilarious calendar helps you say it like it is and get back to what matters—your life. It's time to let it out, cut the crap, and get your sh*t together this year.
2020 Amy Knapp's Big Grid Family Organizer Wall Calendar
August 2019-December 2020
Amy Knapp

Key Selling Points:
- **Mom-tested and mom-approved**: Amy Knapp’s calendars boast an excellent track record and fantastic customer reviews
- **Beautiful and functional**: This full 17-month wall calendar features an extra-large, spacious, big-grid design that users love with plenty of space to track family schedules, activities, dinner menus, and long-term planning
- **Get the whole family on the same page**: Includes helpful tips and reminders for each month plus hundreds of colorful stickers to mark important dates and show everyone’s activities at a glance

Summary
**With more than 200,000 copies sold, this calendar is parenting tested and mom approved!**

An essential organizational and communication tool for the whole family! This all-inclusive 17-month wall calendar features a big grid design to keep track of everyone's appointments and activities. Users simply love how much room they have to write lists, make notes, and keep important reminders. And the customer reviews prove it: this is the best calendar for busy families!

Contributor Bio
AMY KNAPP was a businesswoman with a promotional advertising company when her daughter contracted meningitis. Amy sold her business to become a stay-at-home mom, only to find that her organizational tools didn't help her be productive in a home environment. From this need she created a successful line of organizational tools for busy families like hers. She lives in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
2020 Amy Knapp's Christian Family Organizer
August 2019-December 2020
Amy Knapp

Key Selling Points:
• **Mom-tested and mom-approved:** Amy Knapp’s calendars boast an excellent track record and fantastic customer reviews

• **A high-quality organizer for a great value:** Features include a heavier paper and more writing space than other planners on the market, plus an internal storage pocket

• **Beautiful and functional:** A fresh design and removable cover band give this planner the appeal of a beautiful accessory

Summary
An organizer that helps the busiest of Christian families keep track of their active lifestyles!

*Amy Knapp's Christian Family Organizer* is parenting tested and mom approved! This easy-to-use format helps even the busiest of families gain control of their active lifestyles. The 2020 organizer features weekly and monthly calendar grids, color-coded stickers, weekly grocery lists, weekly to-do lists, weekly prayer and praise sections, and uplifting spiritual quotes.

Contributor Bio
AMY KNAPP was a businesswoman with a promotional advertising company when her daughter contracted meningitis. Amy sold her business to become a stay-at-home mom, only to find that her organizational tools didn’t help her be productive in a home environment. From this need she created a successful line of organizational tools for busy families like hers. She lives in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
**2020 Amy Knapp's Family Organizer**

**August 2019-December 2020**

Amy Knapp

**Key Selling Points:**
- **Mom-tested and mom-approved:** Amy Knapp’s calendars boast an excellent track record and fantastic customer reviews

- **A high-quality organizer for a great value:** Features include a heavier paper and more writing space than other planners on the market, plus an internal storage pocket

- **Beautiful and functional:** A fresh design and removable cover band give this planner the appeal of a beautiful accessory

**Summary**

The organizer that helps the busiest of families gain control of their active lifestyle!

*Amy Knapp’s Family Organizer* is parenting tested and mom approved! This #1 National Bestselling format is easy to use and helps even the busiest of families gain control of their active lifestyles. The 17-month 2020 organizer features weekly and monthly calendar grids, weekly grocery lists, weekly to-do lists and inspirational quotes, and color-coded stickers.

**Contributor Bio**

AMY KNAPP was a businesswoman with a promotional advertising company when her daughter contracted meningitis. Amy sold her business to become a stay-at-home mom, only to find that her organizational tools didn’t help her be productive in a home environment. From this need she created a successful line of organizational tools for busy families like hers. She lives in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
2020 Amy Knapp's The Very Busy Planner
August 2019-December 2020
Amy Knapp

Key Selling Points:
• **An Amy Knapp planner designed for the individual:** The new Very Busy theme is perfect for students, busy working women, and those who have heard of the Amy Knapp brand but don't need to plan for a family

• **Based on the #1 national bestselling organizer:** Amy Knapp's calendars boast an excellent track record and fantastic customer reviews

• **Customize your planner with new features:** A fresh design includes plenty of writing space, inspirational prompts, bullet journaling pages, and cover stickers

Summary
An organizer with everything you need to gain control of your busy lifestyle—and take care of yourself too!

Amy Knapp's bestselling planner is now all about YOU! This easy-to-use 2020 organizer helps even the busiest woman gain control of her active lifestyle. The format features weekly and monthly calendar grids, weekly to-do lists, inspirational quotes, color-coded stickers, and goal-setting and activities for self-reflection and growth. Tackle Very Busy and be yourself!

Contributor Bio
AMY KNAPP was a businesswoman with a promotional advertising company when her daughter contracted meningitis. Amy sold her business to become a stay-at-home mom, only to find that her organizational tools didn't help her be productive in a home environment. From this need she created a successful line of organizational tools for busy families like hers. She lives in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
2020 Be You Boxed Calendar
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:

- **Empowering voices from history and modern day**: This inspirational daily calendar features quotes from a broad range of brilliant women and men from our past and present.

- **A daily dose of girl power**: In today’s political climate, this is the perfect calendar for women to share their feminist pride with friends.

- **Bright design that pops off the shelf**: Neon cover and gorgeous design makes this calendar stand out from the crowd.

Summary

An inspiring quote calendar for women ready to take on the world!

Meant to inspire women to be themselves rather than fit into a neat little box, this inspiring quote calendar will help you take on the world by being yourself! You will receive witty, no-nonsense inspiration from the likes of Tina Fey and Oprah Winfrey, along with classic lines from our fierce foremothers, including Emily Dickinson and Mary Wollstonecraft.
2020 Dad Jokes Boxed Calendar
365 Days of Punbelievable Jokes
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:
• **Proven mass appeal:** Dad jokes are a beloved form of punny humor! Sourcebooks' Dad Jokes book sold more than 20,000 copies in its first year.

• **Dad jokes are always on trend:** These jokes have endless appearances in shows, movies, memes, and other pop culture.

• **The perfect gift:** Fun, approachable humor and a wide audience make this a great gift for dads or any pun lover!

Summary
**A collection of the best (worst) dad jokes around!**

Don't let anyone fool you, dad jokes are the granddaddy of all knee-slappers, the father of all puns. In this 2020 calendar, you'll find the absolute height of groan-worthy comedy with cheesy quips, witty one-liners, and horribly awesome puns. Remember, you don't have to be a dad to tell dad jokes!

Q: Why did the coffee file a police report?
A: It got mugged.

"Dad, can you put my shoes on?"
"No, I don't think they'll fit me."

Never trust someone with graph paper. They're always plotting something.
2020 Donald Trump Out of Office Countdown Boxed Calendar
The end is f***ing near!
Anthony Suzan

Key Selling Points:
• **Unbelievable new material:** There is no shortage of outrageous comments, quotes, gestures and decisions made by Trump!

• **Wide audience:** Since Trump lost the popular vote by about two million and has since alienated many in his own party, over half of voters are still counting down the days until he leaves office

• **Great gag gift:** This hilarious calendar is the perfect gift for anyone counting down the days to the next presidential election

**Summary**
**Three years down, one to go!**

Still can't get over Trump as president? Use this box calendar to release some steam: Tear off each page and feel the satisfaction of Trump's presidency getting closer to the end! We'll help you reach the light at the end of the tunnel each and every exasperating day with this totally "yuge" 2020 boxed calendar filled with hilarious and less-than-hilarious WTF moments.
2020 Donald Trump Out of Office Countdown Wall Calendar
The end is f***ing near!
Anthony Suzan

Key Selling Points:

• **Unbelievable new material**: There is no shortage of outrageous comments, quotes, gestures and decisions made by Trump!

• **Wide audience**: Since Trump lost the popular vote by about two million and has since alienated many in his own party, over half of voters are still counting down the days until he leaves office.

• **The perfect gag gift**: This hilarious calendar now comes with stickers to obscure and vandalize Trump’s face!

Summary

**Three years down, one to go!**

Whether you've been counting down Trump's presidency since the inauguration or you're a newcomer, we'll help you reach the light at the end of the tunnel each and every exasperating day. This totally "yuge" 2020 Out of Office Countdown (R) wall calendar features hilarious and less-than-hilarious WTF moments-now with stickers to obscure, play and vandalize!
2020 Fat Cats Wall Calendar
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:

• **Pictures of fat cats are an internet phenomenon:** There are more than 1.8 million posts on Instagram with the hashtag #fatcat

• **New edition:** This year's edition features 13 all-new, full-color photos and captions of the biggest cats with the biggest attitudes!

• **Pet calendars are some of the most popular in the market:** This is a unique and funny gift, perfect for any cat lover

Summary
**Big Cats. Big Attitudes.**

Don't mess with these big, fluffy, sassy cats! For the ninth straight year, this hilarious calendar features the most entertaining and curvaceous kitties. They remind us when it comes to attitude, size does count! Featuring hilarious full-color photos and humorous captions, this 2020 calendar is sure to please any cat lover!
2020 Fiercely Female Wall Poster Calendar
12 Unique Female Artists Pay Tribute to 12 Badass Women
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:

• Celebrate the power of women: This high-quality calendar features twelve fierce and empowering women of history and today who inspire

• Unique illustrations of women BY women: Includes original artwork from twelve talented female artists

• Beautiful art than can be upcycled: Perforated pages allow users to easily tear off artwork and keep for years to come!

Summary

Find inspiration throughout the year with twelve of the most fierce and empowering women!

Bold, bright, and beautiful, this one-of-a-kind wall calendar will delight the female go-getter. With stunning original artwork featuring twelve of the world’s most celebrated women illustrated by female artists, the 2020 Fiercely Female Wall Poster Calendar will inspire you every day of the year.
2020 Great Quotes From Great Leaders Boxed Calendar
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:
• **Inspirational and classic:** With quotes from a variety of great leaders across the globe, this calendar appeals to a wide audience

• **365 new quotes:** This new edition has been completely updated with uplifting and motivational quotes

• **Great format for saving and sharing:** The page-a-day format allows users to save their favorite quotes or share them with friends and family

Summary
Get inspired by the world’s greatest leaders every day!

This extraordinary 2020 boxed calendar is packed with centuries of wisdom from great leaders around the world. Begin each day with inspiration from the men and women who have been great leaders and outstanding teachers, from Benjamin Franklin to Angela Merkel.
2020 History Channel This Day in History Boxed Calendar
365 Remarkable People, Extraordinary Events, and Fascinating Facts
History Channel

Key Selling Points:
• **The #1 history calendar and a bestseller year over year:** Sourcebooks has sold more than 350,000 copies in boxed format alone

• **Facts from the authorities on history:** HISTORY® is one of the most recognized and respected sources for historical material

• **New content:** This calendar is updated each year with fascinating new historical content

Summary
Get fascinating historical facts each day of the year with the #1 history calendar on the market!

The #1 history calendar and a Sourcebooks bestseller, from one of the most relied-upon and respected sources of historical material, HISTORY®. Perfect for history buffs and trivia lovers alike, this 2020 calendar assembles the most fascinating and influential events, accomplishments, and inventions, dating from early civilization up to the 21st century throughout the year.

Contributor Bio
HISTORY® is the leading destination for revealing, award-winning, original non-fiction series and event-driven specials that connects history with viewers in an informative, immersive and entertaining manner across multiple platforms. Programming covers a diverse variety of historical genres ranging from military history to contemporary history, technology to natural history, as well as science, archaeology and pop culture.
2020 History Channel This Day in History Wall Calendar
365 Remarkable People, Extraordinary Events, and Fascinating Facts
History Channel

Key Selling Points:
• Based on the #1 history calendar: A wall calendar format based on This Day in History, the #1 history calendar and a yearly bestseller

• Facts from the authorities on history: HISTORY® is one of the most recognized and respected sources for historical material

• New content: This calendar is updated each year with striking new images and fascinating world history events

Summary
A dazzling wall calendar perfect for history buffs and trivia lovers

Featuring full-color dramatic photography, this impressive 2020 wall calendar brings to life a year of celebrated accomplishments, events that altered the course of history, inventions that changed the world, and amazing incidents from around the globe, dating from early civilization up to the twenty-first century.

Contributor Bio
HISTORY® is the leading destination for revealing, award-winning, original non-fiction series and event-driven specials that connects history with viewers in an informative, immersive and entertaining manner across multiple platforms. Programming covers a diverse variety of historical genres ranging from military history to contemporary history, technology to natural history, as well as science, archaeology and pop culture.
2020 History Channel This Day in Military History
Boxed Calendar
365 Days of America's Greatest Military Moments
History Channel

Key Selling Points:
- **Based on the #1 history calendar:** A military-focused version of This Day in History, the #1 history calendar and a yearly bestseller
- **Facts from the authorities on history:** HISTORY® is one of the most recognized and respected sources for historical material
- **The perfect gift:** The focus on military history makes this a top-of-the-line gift for veterans, military history buffs, and trivia fans

Summary
The military buff’s preferred daily calendar, celebrating the history of the men and women who have served our country

Perfect for history buffs and trivia lovers alike, this 2020 boxed calendar comes from one of the most relied-upon and best-respected sources of historical material, The History Channel. *This Day in Military History* features a special look at United States military history with remarkable facts about important battles, military operations, soldiers, and the innovations that shaped the battlefield-and the world.

Contributor Bio
HISTORY® is the leading destination for revealing, award-winning, original non-fiction series and event-driven specials that connects history with viewers in an informative, immersive and entertaining manner across multiple platforms. Programming covers a diverse variety of historical genres ranging from military history to contemporary history, technology to natural history, as well as science, archaeology and pop culture.
2020 History Channel This Day in Military History Wall Calendar
365 Days of America's Greatest Military Moments
History Channel

Key Selling Points:

- **Based on the #1 history calendar:** A military-focused version of This Day in History, the #1 history calendar and a yearly bestseller
- **Facts from the authorities on history:** HISTORY® is one of the most recognized and respected sources for historical material
- **The perfect gift:** The focus on striking images and military history makes this a top-of-the-line gift for veterans, military history buffs, and trivia fans

Summary

The military buff’s preferred calendar celebrating the history of the men and women who have served our country

Perfect for history buffs and trivia lovers alike, this 2020 wall calendar comes from one of the most relied-upon and best-respected sources of historical material, The History Channel. *This Day in Military History* features a special look at United States military history with full-color photographs and remarkable facts about important battles, military operations, soldiers, and the innovations that shaped the battlefield-and the world.

Contributor Bio

HISTORY® is the leading destination for revealing, award-winning, original non-fiction series and event-driven specials that connects history with viewers in an informative, immersive and entertaining manner across multiple platforms. Programming covers a diverse variety of historical genres ranging from military history to contemporary history, technology to natural history, as well as science, archaeology and pop culture.
2020 History Channel This Day in Women's History Boxed Calendar
365 Extraordinary Women and Events That Shaped History
History Channel

Key Selling Points:

- **The first calendar of its kind:** This is the first history calendar specific to women in the market

- **Facts from the authorities on history:** HISTORY® is one of the most recognized and respected sources for historical material and is the creator of the #1 bestselling history calendar

- **Fresh design with current and classic role models:** This one-of-a-kind calendar features important women from both the past and present day

Summary
Discover 365 famous (and infamous) female role models who changed the world

From Joan of Arc to J.K. Rowling, this 2020 calendar takes a deeper look at how women have changed the world throughout history—both the women who worked behind the scenes centuries ago, and many that we know and admire today! A testament to the strong female role models who are famous (and even a little infamous), discover what these women did and how they changed the world.

Contributor Bio
HISTORY® is the leading destination for revealing, award-winning, original non-fiction series and event-driven specials that connects history with viewers in an informative, immersive and entertaining manner across multiple platforms. Programming covers a diverse variety of historical genres ranging from military history to contemporary history, technology to natural history, as well as science, archaeology and pop culture.
2020 Instant Happy Notes Boxed Calendar
365 Reminders to Smile and Shine!
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:
• Sourcebooks knows happiness: Our original Instant Happy Notes has sold more than 130,000 copies

• Increase happiness for people of all ages: This calendar provides bite-sized instant gratification to lift your day

• An appealing gift or self-purchase: Bright, eye-catching designs and uplifting quotes on each page

Summary
This calendar brings instant happiness every day of the year!

The idea of "instant happy" has never been more popular—or more necessary! With this unique, full-color boxed calendar, every day of 2020 will begin with a little dose of instant happiness. Each entry gives you a new reason to smile and even includes some creative ways to spread the joy to others!
2020 Instant Happy Notes Wall Calendar
Reminders to Smile and Shine!
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:
- **Sourcebooks knows happiness**: Our original *Instant Happy Notes* has sold more than 130,000 copies
- **Increase happiness for people of all ages**: This calendar provides bite-sized instant gratification to lift your day
- **An appealing gift or self-purchase**: Bright, eye-catching designs and uplifting quotes on each page

Summary
This calendar brings instant happiness every day of the year!

The idea of "instant happy" has never been more popular—or more necessary! With this unique, full-color wall calendar with stickers, 2020 will be filled with instant happiness. Each page gives you a new reason to smile and even includes some creative ways to spread the joy!
2020 Like Totally '80s Wall Calendar
All the Hair, People, and Trivia You Love
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:
• Satisfies a new generation’s need for nostalgia: Retro content strikes at the yearning for simpler, pre-tech times

• Blast from the past: Throwbacks to favorite shows, fashion, games, and catch phrases are both funny and delightful

• Bold, colorful design: This fun, eye-catching calendar adds a pop of color to any space

Summary
Relive the most radical decade in this decade!

We're going back to the '80s for a year of righteous flashbacks! Relive some of the most memorable moments of the decade with major events, catch phrases, pop culture quotes, and trivia in this gnarly 2020 calendar. And don't forget all of your favorite movies, games, style icons, and teenage heartthrobs, because the '80s just want to have fun!
2020 Mood Tracker Planner
Understand Your Emotional Patterns; Create Healthier Mindsets; Unlock a Happier You!
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:

• **Mood tracking improves wellbeing:** Studies show that tracking your mood can help reduce stress and anxiety and increase happiness

• **Visual and easy to use:** Graphic tracker and helpful prompts provide a creative, cathartic, and practical tool for tracking moods

• **Self-help sells:** Personal growth and happiness categories continue to grow with no indication of slowing

Summary

Find your balance this year with this unique planner!

We all want to lead better, more fulfilling lives. We want to limit stress, improve our outlook, and live positively. With the *2020 Mood Tracker Planner*, all of that becomes so much simpler. When you start actively observing and understanding the invisible parts of yourself-your emotions-you'll equip yourself with the tools to make visible changes in your day-to-day life. With a simple weekly mood tracker, weekly and monthly grids, thoughtful prompts for reflection, goal setting, and inspirational quotes, this planner will help you develop your best, balanced self!
2020 People of Walmart Boxed Calendar
365 Days of Shop and Awe
Adam Kipple, Luke Wherry, Andrew Kipple

Key Selling Points:
• **Top-selling calendar:** More than 190,000 copies sold in 6 years
• **Strong online presence:** People of Walmart retains a strong following online and on social media. The website receives over 6 million visits per month and has 50,000 followers on Twitter
• **Boxed format adds value:** Full-color interiors focus on a new bizarre shopper each day

Summary
The incredible discoveries and innovations of today and tomorrow!

Now you can experience a new (totally hilarious) Walmart shopper each and every day with this full-color boxed calendar! Featuring the most outrageous content and photos, this 2020 calendar is sure to appeal to fans of the site and pick up some new fans along the way.

Contributor Bio
People of Walmart started in 2009 by ADAM and ANDREW KIPPLE and LUKE WHERRY. Adam is a web designer who graduated from the Art Institute of Pittsburgh and Luke Wherry graduated from the University of Pittsburgh. Andrew Kipple is currently studying to receive his JD from Valparaiso University in Indiana.
2020 Stick This!? Wall Calendar
12 Unique Scenes; Over 200 Stickers; 365 Days of Fun!
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:

- **Unleash your inner child**: Sticker format and colorful packaging will appeal to adults looking to feel like a kid again

- **Fun and functional**: The calendar’s upper portion features a playful design while the lower portion functions as a traditional calendar grid with stickers for "to do," "pay day," and more

- **Possibilities are endless**: Colorful illustrations and themed stickers for each month keep the calendar fun and interesting all year long

Summary

**Sticker your way through a creative year!**

Experience more from your calendar with over 200 stickers to create and motivate! With 12 gorgeous scenes to make uniquely yours, create a new masterpiece each and every month in 2020. Combining no-rules play with stickers for pay day, birthdays, appointments, and more—fun and function meet when you Stick This!™
2020 This Day in Science Boxed Calendar
365 Groundbreaking Discoveries, Inspiring People, and Incredible Facts
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:

• **Growing demand in the science category:** Today’s political climate has renewed interest in the sciences, as evidenced by the popularity of *Astrophysics for People in a Hurry* and the March for Science movement

• **Wide appeal:** Energetic design and accessible, fascinating content is perfect for both trivia buffs and science lovers

• **Based on bestselling history calendars:** This new line continues Sourcebooks’ beloved and respected “This Day in” series

Summary
The incredible discoveries and innovations of today and tomorrow!

Remarkable science has never been more inspirational—or more important. From the latest advances in medicine and technology, to new findings in evolution and the cosmos, 2020 *This Day in Science* features a groundbreaking new discovery of the modern age each day.
2020 Window to the World? Wall Poster Calendar
Create The Perfect View Anywhere
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:
• **Ticket to paradise:** Full-color photographs of stunning landscapes transport the viewer to gorgeous locations all over the world

• **Visually stunning:** The extra-large format distinguishes this from other landscape calendars and creates an impressive, eye-catching view in any room

• **Appeals to nature and travel lovers alike:** Each month also features interesting facts about the location

Summary
Now you can finally get that room with a view!

Sometimes all you need is the right view to inspire your day. With *2020 Window to the World™*, look out your window each month on a new breathtaking landscape and be transported to picturesque locations like Paris, Bora Bora, or Tuscany. Just flip the page and create the perfect view anywhere!
Elizabeth Warren
Her Fight. Her Work. Her Life.
Antonia Felix

Key Selling Points:
• Well-Known Female Political Figure: Elizabeth Warren is one of the most popular and inspiring female politicians today, from the "nevertheless, she persisted" rallying cry to her New York Times bestselling books
• Possible Presidential Bid: there are rumors of a potential 2020 presidential campaign for Warren
• Praise and Support: the hardcover received fantastic praise, reviews and support from prominent figures such as Gloria Steinem, Gail Sheehy, and New York congressman Eliot Engel.

Summary
The essential biography of one of the most empowering politicians of the century — now in paperback!

"Nevertheless, she persisted." These three words became an inspiring rallying cry across the United States in 2017, but the woman to whom they refer has been fighting passionately for her whole life. Raised in a tough working-class home in Oklahoma, Elizabeth Warren went on to become a revered scholar, law professor, U.S. Senator, and unlikely political star.

Following Warren's early life and rise in Washington politics, New York Times bestseller Antonia Felix provides meticulous research and interviews to create a fascinating and respectful biography of one of America's most inspirational politicians.

Contributor Bio
ANTONIA FELIX is the New York Times bestselling author of 17 nonfiction books. She has appeared on many major media outlets including CNN, Fox, NPR, Time, and Newsweek. She lives in Minneapolis.
Sex, Teens, and Everything in Between
The New and Necessary Conversations Today’s Teenagers Need to Have about Consent, Sexual Harassment, Healthy Relationships, Love, and More
Shafia Zaloom

Key Selling Points:

• **A One-Stop Resource:** perfect for adults concerned about helping teens through the issues surrounding consent and sexual exploration in today’s society

• **Relatable Content:** Contains concrete, action-oriented tips and scenarios that adults can easily relate to teens’ lives

• **Author is an Authority in the Field:** Author Shafia Zaloom has worked for decades as an educator in the field of adolescent sexual decision-making and is a well-regarded expert

Summary

A one-stop resource for parents and educators in the age of #metoo and #timesup

In the age of #metoo and #timesup, issues of consent and sexual harassment are being talked about more than ever before. *Sex, Teens, and Everything In Between* gives parents, educators, and healthcare professionals the tools they need to raise these important conversations with teens. Covering topics such as consent, legal responsibility, bystander intervention, and support and prevention, this book is an essential resource for adults who want to have open, non-judgmental conversations about these issues with teenagers to help keep them safe and satisfied in their sexual exploration.

Contributor Bio

SHAFIA ZOOM is one of the country’s leading experts on sexual consent education whose curriculum has been featured in the *New York Times, Washington Post, Cosmopolitan*, and more. She lives in San Francisco.
2020 History Channel Unexplained Mysteries Boxed Calendar
365 Days of Inexplicable Events, Strange Disappearances, and Baffling Phenomena
History Channel

Key Selling Points:
• **Based on the #1 history calendar:** A new branch of This Day in History, the #1 history calendar and a yearly bestseller
• **Facts from the authorities on history:** HISTORY® is one of the most recognized and respected sources for historical material and is the creator of the #1 bestselling history calendar
• **New audience:** Perfect for lovers of mysteries and the unexplained, who make up a large portion of History's core demographic

Summary
Discover an incredible unexplained mystery every day of the year!

Perfect for mystery lovers and history buffs alike, this boxed calendar is a fascinating look at some of the greatest unexplained mysteries of all time, from one of the most relied-upon and best-respected sources of historical material, The History Channel. From Amelia Earhart to Stonehenge and the Bermuda Triangle, each day reveals unbelievable stories about strange disappearances, unsolved murders, mystifying phenomena, and even lost treasure and artifacts.

Contributor Bio
HISTORY® is the leading destination for revealing, award-winning, original non-fiction series and event-driven specials that connects history with viewers in an informative, immersive and entertaining manner across multiple platforms. Programming covers a diverse variety of historical genres ranging from military history to contemporary history, technology to natural history, as well as science, archaeology and pop culture.
2020 The '90s Are All That Wall Calendar
All the Fashion, People, and Trivia You Love!
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:
• **Satisfies a new generation’s need for nostalgia:** Retro content strikes at the yearning for simpler, pre-tech times

• **Blast from the past:** Throwbacks to favorite shows, fashion, games, and catch phrases are both funny and delightful

• **Bold, colorful design:** This fun, eye-catching calendar adds a pop of color to any space

Summary
You thought the ‘90s were over? How rude!

This one goes out to all you home skillets! Go back in time with this ‘90s calendar full of catch phrases, pop culture quotes, trivia, and nostalgia from the flyest decade ever. Relive your Sunday morning cartoons, treasured Tamagotchis, and regrettable clothing decisions with this hella wicked calendar!
A 2020 Carpe F*cking Diem Planner
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:

• **Self-help and swearing are a winning combo:** Bestselling books like *Get Your Sh*t Together* and *The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck* show that profanity-filled self-help is trending with no hint of slowing.

• **Fun motivation:** No-nonsense but fun tone will help relieve the stresses of day-to-day life while motivating users to get it together.

• **A trendy gift for foul-mouthed friends:** Beautifully designed profanity can be found in stationery, fashion, and art.

Summary

Seize the f*cking day with this profane planner

This planner has months. It has days. And it has the occasional bullsh*t holiday. What more do you need to know? It's a f*cking 2020 planner. Packed with profanity (and stickers!), this blunt and hilarious 17-month planner helps you say it like it is and get back to what matters—your life. It’s time to let it out, cut the crap, and get your sh*t together this year.
The 2020 Big Beach Wall Poster Calendar
Create the Perfect View Anywhere
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:
• **Ticket to paradise:** Full-color photographs of stunning beach landscapes transport the viewer to paradises all over the world

• **Visually stunning:** The extra-large format distinguishes this from other landscape calendars and creates an impressive, eye-catching view in any room

• **Appeals to nature and travel lovers alike:** Each month also features interesting facts about the location

**Summary**
Every day is a beach day with this stunning calendar!

Sometimes all you need is the right view to inspire your day. With this oversized wall poster calendar, look out your window each month on a new breathtaking beach and be transported to picturesque locations like Hawaii, the Maldives, Phi Phi Islands, and more. Just flip the page and create the perfect view anywhere!
2020 National Park Foundation Wall Calendar
National Park Foundation

Key Selling Points:

• **Support the National Park Foundation:** This official calendar continues the National Park Foundation’s mission to preserve and protect our nation’s National Parks for generations to come

• **Beautiful photographs for every month:** Includes 12 full-color breathtaking photographs of national parks and historical sites across America

• **Fascinating facts:** New information about each site helps you learn about and explore our nation’s geography and history

Summary
The official calendar of the National Park Foundation

From the National Park Foundation, the official charity of America's National Parks, comes this remarkable 2020 wall calendar, filled with breathtaking pictures from America's beautiful national parks. Each month showcases two photos of National Park Foundation-supported sites, plus detailed information about each, and the monthly grids feature significant anniversaries and events in National Park Foundation history.

Contributor Bio
Chartered by Congress in 1967, the NATIONAL PARK FOUNDATION upholds a commitment to preserve and protect America’s National Parks, working to raise the funds necessary to connect all Americans to the parks and guarantee their future for generations to come.
Chase Darkness with Me
How One True Crime Writer Started Solving Murders
Billy Jensen

Key Selling Points:
• **Well-known author:** Billy Jensen is a well-known voice in the true crime space and has received an immense amount of publicity in connection to *I'll Be Gone in the Dark*

• **True crime stories are popular:** True crime continues to gain in popularity through books, docu-series, and podcasts

• **Everyday citizen solving crime:** Stories of how Billy has solved cold-case murders through his citizen detective work will inspire the everyday reader

Summary
True crime capers from the journalist turned cold case investigator who helped write the #1 *New York Times* bestselling true crime story, *I'll Be Gone in the Dark*

Journalist Billy Jensen has built his career on solving cold case murders, often using information found on social media and in other places the police don't think to look. When detectives have no answers, they call Billy, the world's first digital "consulting detective."

Step inside the world of true crime as Billy solves the Halloween Mask Murder, finds a murder/fugitive hiding out in Mexico, and investigates the only murder in New York City on 9/11. Readers will also follow Billy closely as he helps finish Michelle McNamara's #1 *New York Times* bestseller *I'll Be Gone In the Dark*, after her sudden death.

Full of twists, turns, and rabbit holes, *Chase Darkness with Me* allows readers to ride shotgun with Billy as he hunts down these true crime murderers!

Contributor Bio
BILLY JENSEN is an investigative journalist focused squarely on unsolved murders and missing persons. He helped finish Michelle McNamara's *New York Times* bestseller *I'll Be Gone in the Dark* after her untimely death.
Welcome Little One Baby’s First Year Wall Calendar
Sandra Magsamen

Key Selling Points:
- **Based on the bestselling picture book**: This sweet calendar is based on Sandra Magsamen’s *USA Today* bestseller *Welcome Little One*, which has sold over 250,000 copies

- **A treasured keepsake**: Baby’s First Year calendars are an extremely popular choice of keepsake for new parents

- **Highly giftable**: Makes a perfect gift for baby showers or new parents, especially paired with the original book

Summary
Welcome all of your little one’s firsts with this special keepsake calendar from bestselling author Sandra Magsamen!

For parents, the arrival of a newborn child is an event that offers the promise of never-ending love and the first of many special milestone moments. With heartwarming illustrations and sweet text, this undated keepsake calendar is the perfect pairing with *USA Today* bestseller *Welcome Little One* and provides parents the perfect way to celebrate and cherish baby’s first year. Features include:

- 13 undated months
- Space for photographs each month
- Milestone stickers
- Holiday stickers
- 1-12 month stickers for baby photographs

Contributor Bio
SANDRA MAGSAMEN is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder that it’s the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful!
An Infamous Army
Georgette Heyer

Key Selling Points:
• Gorgeous new editions from a beloved, bestselling author: Georgette Heyer is the Queen of Regency romance, and her novels have sold more than 20 million copies. These new editions, which are on an accelerated publishing schedule, will appeal to her most ardent fans as well as new readers who have yet to discover her.

• Contemporary authors adore Georgette Heyer: “Whenever I wish I could just chuck it all and live in a world of quick-witted characters, handsome gentlemen and elegant drawing rooms, I curl up with a cup of tea and Georgette Heyer. She never fails to transport me there.” —New York Times bestselling author Laura Kinsale

• Book has a Good Selling History: Sourcebooks has sold more than 26,000 copies of the first edition of An Infamous Army

Summary
In the swirling social scene of 1815, no one attracts more attention than Lady Barbara Childe...

REGENCY ROMANCE
Lady Barbara Childe is the talk of the ton. She flirts shamelessly, dresses outrageously, and scandalizes polite society. That doesn't stop dashing Colonel Charles Audley from falling madly in love with the beautiful young widow—and proposing marriage. But in a whirl of balls, routs and pleasure parties, their betrothal falls apart. It isn't until Charles marches off to fight Napoleon that Barbara discovers where her heart lies. Now, she can do nothing but wait as the battle rages, praying for the safety of the one man who can set her free from her wild impulses.

Contributor Bio
GEORGETTE HEYER is an international bestseller with over twenty million copies sold worldwide. She wrote country-house mysteries, historical novels, and Regency romances, for which she became most famous. She is beloved by millions of readers and has inspired generations of authors. Her work lives on to inspire millions more.
Cotillion
Georgette Heyer

Key Selling Points:
• **Gorgeous new editions from a beloved, bestselling author:** Georgette Heyer is the Queen of Regency romance, and her novels have sold more than 20 million copies. These new editions, which are on an accelerated publishing schedule, will appeal to her most ardent fans as well as new readers who have yet to discover her.

• **Georgette Heyer is beloved by contemporary bestselling authors:** “The joy of Georgette Heyer is reading her books over and over.”—*New York Times* bestselling author Elizabeth Doyle

• **Strong Selling History:** Sourcebooks has sold over 44,000 copies of its first edition of *Cotillion*

**Summary**

A fake betrothal isn’t the only trouble brewing, but it’s sure to stir things up

REGENCY ROMANCE

Miserly Matthew Penecuik plans to leave his fortune to his ward, Kitty Charing—if she'll marry one of his great-nephews. All but one dutifully arrive at their uncle’s bidding, including hapless man-about-town Lord Freddy Standen. But the one nephew Kitty really wants to marry, the wild and unpredictable Jack Westruther, refuses to be summoned.

Kitty, to make Jack jealous, arranges a fake betrothal to Freddy. He seems an unlikely hero, but as the two set off on a whirlwind of adventures, they can't help but bring out the best in each other...

**Contributor Bio**

GEORGETTE HEYER is an international bestseller with over twenty million copies sold worldwide. She wrote country-house mysteries, historical novels, and Regency romances, for which she became most famous. She is beloved by millions of readers and has inspired generations of authors. Her work lives on to inspire millions more.
Friday's Child
Georgette Heyer

Key Selling Points:
• Friday's Child is one of Georgette Heyer's funniest books, featuring a very young heroine and a delightful cast of characters who get into all manner of entertaining hijinks

• Friday's Child sold 15,846 trade paperback copies + 29,504 ebooks = 45,350 total

Summary
An unlikely match, a scandalous misunderstanding—and a charmingly unexpected ending from the Queen of Regency romance

REGENCY ROMANCE
When the incomparable Miss Milbourne spurns the impetuous Lord Sherington's marriage proposal (she laughs at him—laughs!) he vows to marry the next woman he encounters. This turns out to be young and penniless Miss Hero Wantage—who's admired him her whole life—and Sherry has no way of knowing what he's in for.

Whisking her off to London, Sherry discovers there is no end to the scrapes his new bride can get into as she discovers the excitement of the social scene of the ton. But when a deep misunderstanding erupts, Lord Sherrington will have to mine the depths of his heart or risking losing his beloved Hero forever.

Contributor Bio
GEORGETTE HEYER is an international bestseller with over twenty million copies sold worldwide. She wrote country-house mysteries, historical novels, and romances, for which she became most famous. She is beloved by millions of readers and has inspired generations of authors. Her work lives on to inspire millions more.
It's My Life
Stacie Ramey

Key Selling Points:
• An issue-driven, contemporary YA that gives a voice to those living with cerebral palsy while showing that all teenagers deal with similar struggles
• Stacie Ramey’s work as a speech pathologist for teens with a range of medical diagnoses (in combination with research) brings authenticity to her work
• “A powerful story of redemption, forgiveness, love, and the ability to persevere.”—VOYA on The Sister Pact

Summary
Can Jenna make peace with her past—or will she miss out on living the life that she wants?

Jenna has had cerebral palsy her entire life, but she never let it get her down. Until she finds out that she wasn't meant to be born like this—there’s someone to blame. And her anger consumes her.

Jenna’s convinced she can never experience a normal teenage life, but, with the help of a new phone number, she sets out to get closer to the boy she likes by texting him anonymously. Without having her physical body to hold her back, Jenna is exactly who she wants to be through her messages. In real life though, it’s a daily fight against her parents who want her to get yet another procedure, and against a body that she resents more and more every day.

Contributor Bio
STACIE RAMEY attended the University of Florida where she majored in communication sciences and Penn State where she received a Master of Science degree in speech pathology. She lives in Wellington, Florida, with her husband, three children, and two rescue dogs. Visit www.stacieramey.com.
**Kingsbane**
Claire Legrand

**Key Selling Points:**
- **Bestselling series:** The first book in the Empirium trilogy, *Furyborn*, was an instant *New York Times* bestseller as well as an Indiebound bestseller
- **Amazing accolades:** *Furyborn* was a #1 Library Reads Pick, #2 on the Summer 2018 Indie Next List, and a Junior Library Guild selection
- **Fantastic follow-up:** The second novel has even more magic, action, world-building, and romance. It is sure to delight fantasy readers.

**Summary**
The #1 LibraryReads Pick author of *Furyborn* is back with the second book in the epic *New York Times* bestselling Empirium Trilogy!

Rielle is the anointed Sun Queen, tasked with proving to the people she is unequivocally loyal to the crown. While she tries to maintain a public façade, she also attempts to secretly close the gate to the angels...and avoid the devious angel Corien, who haunts her dreams. But as Rielle's power grows, so does the people's distrust—they call her Kingsbane. Soon, she'll have to choose between the people she's beholden to, or the distrustful angel who says he believes in her.

In the future, Eliana has accepted that she is the daughter of Rielle, the Blood Queen. Together with those loyal to her, she must figure out how to bring down the empire. But as she continues on her quest, she soon discovers truths about the past and the angels that will lead her down a dark and devastating path...perhaps to the Blood Queen herself.

**Contributor Bio**
The Lost
Natasha Preston

Key Selling Points:
• **Natasha Preson is the Queen of YA Thrillers:** Preston is the #1 bestselling YA thriller author; *The Cellar* and *The Cabin* spent a combined total of 37 weeks on the *New York Times* bestseller list

• **Over 600,000 copies sold:** Preston’s released four books in the last four years and they continue to sell in huge quantities each week, proving that her fan base is growing

• **A gripping thriller about survival and friendship:** a cross between *Saw* and *Hostel*, *The Lost* will keep readers on the edge of their seats

Summary
It’s a fight for survival in this new thriller from Natasha Preston, the #1 YA thriller author of the *New York Times* bestsellers *The Cellar* and *The Cabin*

In the small town of Aurora, teens go missing all the time. But when one of Piper and Hazel’s classmates disappears, they become determined to find out the truth of what happened to her.

While investigating, they meet three handsome and rich grad students...who kidnap them. The girls are taken to a building in the middle of a privately-owned forest. The building isn't just designed to keep them locked away—every room is a test in survival. And Piper and Hazel won't give up without a fight.

Contributor Bio
UK native NATASHA PRESTON grew up in small villages and towns. She discovered her love of writing when she stumbled across an amateur writing site and uploaded her first story and hasn’t looked back since. She enjoys writing romance, thrillers, gritty YA, and the occasional serial killer novel. Visit her at natashapreston.com.
Plague Land: No Escape
Alex Scarrow

Key Selling Points:

- **High Praise for Previous Books in series:** “A high-impact horrific thriller that will keep readers on the edge of their seat and begging for the next installment.” — School Library Journal for Plague Land

- **Final Installment Worth the Wait:** The last gripping book in the Plague Land trilogy provides even more thrills and gore for fans

- **Genre-Bender:** A mix of post-apocalyptic survival and horror genres, the Plague Land novels are perfect for readers of H2O and Rot & Ruin and is “In the vein of Michael Crichton’s The Andromeda Strain

Summary

In the final installment to the Plague Land series, the only thing more terrifying than a deadly virus is a deadly virus with an agenda...

Leon is stuck in England. Grace is on her way to New Zealand, and Freya is heading to the "New United States" formerly Cuba. The virus has annihilated all of humanity except for these three communities, and now it’s ready to talk with them. How each chooses to respond to the virus will ultimately decide their fate in this thrilling apocalyptic finale.

Contributor Bio

ALEX SCARROW spent years as a video game designer before turning his talents to writing. He is the author of the internationally acclaimed Timeriders books. He lives in Norwich, England. Learn more at alexscarrow.com.
**Bruja Born**
Zoraida Cordova

**Key Selling Points:**

- **First in Series received many Accolades:** First in the Brooklyn Brujas series, *Labyrinth Lost* received a starred review and was included on Best of 2016 lists by NPR, the New York Public Library, Chicago Public Library, Los Angeles Public Library, BN Teen Blog, Bustle, Paste, and Tor

- **Fresh Twist on Fantasy:** Offers a fresh twist on witches set in a Latin-inspired fantasy world

- **Author is well-connected:** Zoraida Cordova is an author who's a powerful voice in the YA community and #WNDB movement

**Summary**

The first in the highly lauded Brooklyn Brujas series — Now in Paperback! One way or another, Death always finds a way to collect...

Lula Mortiz may be a bruja with healing powers, but after her family's battle in Los Lagos, she feels broken in a way she can't seem to fix. Then tragedy strikes, leaving her friends and her boyfriend, Maks, dead. Desperate to reclaim normalcy, Lula invokes a dark spell to bring Maks back. It isn't until she hears that all of the bodies from the crash have gone missing that she realizes she has unwittingly raised an army of casi muertos—creatures between the living and dead—who are hungry for freedom. Freedom which can only come as a result of Lula's death.

**Contributor Bio**

ZORaida CóRDOVA was born in Ecuador and raised in Queens, New York. She is the author of the Vicious Deep trilogy, the On the Verge series, and the Brooklyn Brujas series. She loves black coffee, snark, and still believes in magic. Send her a tweet @Zlikeinzorro or visit her at zoraidacordova.com.
Here There Are Monsters
Amelinda Bérubé

Key Selling Points:

• **Fantastic hook in a trending genre—high scale horror movies and shows:** Perfect for fans of *IT* and *Stranger Things*, *Here There Are Monsters* asks the question: how far would you go rescue a sibling from the supernatural?

• **Wonderfully atmospheric:** Chilling and haunting, *Here There Are Monsters* transports readers into the world the characters are experiencing.

• **Perfect follow-up for an author on the rise:** The author’s debut, *The Dark Beneath the Ice*, received stellar reviews: "Fun frights and a well-constructed haunting. It's *Black Swan* meets *Carrie*. —Kirkus Reviews"

**Summary**

*The Blair Witch Project* meets *Imaginary Girls* in this story of co-dependent sisterhood, the struggle to claim one’s own space, and the power of secrets.

Sixteen-year-old Skye is done playing the knight in shining armor for her insufferably strange younger sister, Dierdre. That’s why moving across the country seems like the perfect chance to start over and build a normal life.

In their new town, Skye manages to find friends, but Dierdre gets weirder by the day, becoming fixated on the swampy woods behind their house and building monstrous sculptures out of sticks and bones.

But when Dierdre disappears and something in the woods comes scratching at Skye’s window in the middle of the night, Skye is challenged to spring to the rescue...

**Contributor Bio**

AMELINDA BÉRUBÉ has been a writer and editor with a small department in the Canadian public service since 2008. She holds a Bachelor of Humanities from Carleton University and a Master of Arts from McGill. Visit amelindaberube.co
When the Light Went Out
Bridget Morrissey

Key Selling Points:

• **Great Premise:** The intriguing premise is sure to hook readers from the very first page

• **Wonderful Voice:** Bridget creates a very strong, distinctive voice on the page, and the novel includes an endearing cast of characters and a compelling main character

• **Starred Reviews for Author's Previous Titles:** "Morrissey strikes a graceful balance between poetic description and visceral detail, ultimately delivering a tragic, suspenseful, and inspiring novel." - Publisher's Weekly, STARRED REVIEW on *What You Left Me*

Summary

*I Was Here* meets *Suicide Notes from Beautiful Girls* in this story of seven friends who reunite five years after their friend’s accidental death.

It's been five years since the isolated town of Cadence, California experienced the tragedy of Marley Bricket's death. And sixteen-year-old Olivia Severton, the only witness to Marley's death, gets an unexpected visit from Nick Cline, the boy who accidentally shot Marley. After reuniting, Olivia and Nick quickly realize that Marley will have the last word as she seemingly orchestrates one final adventure for their entire gang of friends from beyond the grave.

Contributor Bio

BRIDGET MORRISSEY lives in Los Angeles, but proudly hails from Oak Forest, Illinois, a small yet mighty suburb just southwest of Chicago. When she’s not writing, she can be found coaching gymnastics, reading in the corner of a coffee shop, or headlining concerts in her living room. Visit her online at bridgetmorrissey.com.
The Storm Crow
Kalyn Josephson

Key Selling Points:
- **Fantastic Premise:** Animals in fantasy have always been compelling, and the magical elemental crows in this tale are sure to bring in readers
- **Wonderful Worldbuilding:** The author has created a wonderfully rich fantasy world that draws you in from the first page
- **Extraordinary Heroine:** Ana has a fierce determination and loyalty to her family and people that readers will relate to

Summary
*Eragon* meets *And I Darken* in this thrilling new fantasy featuring magical, elemental crows.

In Rhodaire, magical, elemental Crows are part of every aspect of life...until the Illucian empire invades and destroys them all.

That terrible night has thrown Princess Ana into a deep depression. Her sister Caliza is busy running the kingdom, but all Ana can do is think of what she has lost and how she will never fulfill her dream to be a Crow Rider.

But Ana is shocked out of her sadness when Caliza is forced to agree to a marriage between Ana and the crown prince of Illucia. Ana refuses to be wed to the enemy. And when she stumbles upon a hidden Crow egg, she and her sister start a plan to spark a rebellion.

Contributor Bio
KALYN JOSEPHSON is a debut author living in the California Bay Area. She loves books, cats, books with cats, and making up other worlds to live in for a while. Visit her at kalynjosephson.com.
A Place for Wolves
Kosoko Jackson

Key Selling Points:
• A debut author to watch: Kosoko Jackson is a talented debut with a terrific platform and strong connections to the bookseller, librarian, and young adult communities

• Thrilling Story: A survival story that will keep you on the edge of your seat as these two boys fight for their lives

• Compelling Characters: James and Tomas are characters you can't help but root for as you watch them fall in love, and then struggle to survive

Summary
Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe meets Code Name Verity in this extraordinary thriller from a breakout #ownvoices author

James Mills is used to being in different countries – Egypt, Russia, Kenya – he's had some tense experiences in all of these foreign landscapes, thanks to his parents' jobs. But this time is different. Now that his sister is in college, he's stuck in a country he hates with no one to share the experiences with.

Enter Tomas. Falling for him is unexpected and amazing, and helps James dismiss some of growing dissent bubbling to the surface. But when long running tensions explode, war erupts, and James and Tomas are faced with devastating violence, pain, and cruelty. Separated from their parents, their only hope is to make the treacherous journey to the US Embassy. They can only rely on each other, and they'll have to decide how far they're willing to go – and who they're willing to become – in order to survive.

Contributor Bio
Born and raised in the DC Metro Area, KOSOKO JACKSON has worked in non-profit communications and has a BS in Public Health. Visit kosokojackson.com
The Goodbye Summer
Sarah Van Name

Key Selling Points:
• **Great Summer Read:** A perfect summer story full of heart, friendship, and family
• **Fantastic Setting:** Caroline’s job at the aquarium lends to fun antics, summer camp drama, and a great cast of characters that teens can relate to
• **The Power of Friendship:** Caroline and Georgia’s friendship and love for each other is moving and perfectly captured

Summary
Sarah Dessen meets Morgan Matson in the perfect summer debut about saying goodbye—or finding a reason to stay

Caroline can’t wait for summer to end so that she and her boyfriend, Jake, can run away together. She decides to spend her last summer at home saving money working at the local aquarium gift shop—and spending the rest of her time hanging with Jake. Then she meets Georgia, a counselor at the summer aquarium camp and suddenly summer feels a lot less lonely. The stronger Georgia and Caroline's bond grows, the more uneasy Caroline becomes about her plans to leave with Jake. When summer comes to a close, she will have to say goodbye to someone... but who is she willing to lose?

Contributor Bio
SARAH VAN NAME is a fiction writer whose work has appeared in *Cleaver Magazine*, *Mission at Tenth*, and the anthology *Onward, Drake*. She lives and works in Durham, North Carolina.
Furyborn
Claire Legrand

Key Selling Points:
• Instant Bestselling Novel: Furyborn was an instant New York Times bestseller and continues to be a favorite in the YA Fantasy genre
• Librarians and Booksellers Love: Furyborn was a #1 LibraryReads pick and #2 Indie Next pick for May 2018!

Summary
The instant New York Times bestseller is now in Paperback! A magic-wielding queen and a ruthless bounty hunter are separated by centuries—but connected by a prophecy

When assassins ambush her best friend, Rielle risks everything to save him, exposing herself as one of a pair of prophesied queens: a queen of light, and a queen of blood. To prove she is the Sun Queen, Rielle must endure seven elemental magic trials. If she fails, she will be executed...unless the trials kill her first.

One thousand years later, the legend of Queen Rielle is a fairy tale to Eliana. A bounty hunter for the Undying Empire, Eliana believes herself untouchable?until her mother vanishes. To find her, Eliana joins a rebel captain and discovers the evil at the empire's heart. As Rielle and Eliana fight in a cosmic war that spans millennia, their stories intersect, and the shocking connections between them ultimately determine the fate of their world?and of each other.

Contributor Bio
The Dark Beneath the Ice
Amelinda Bérubé

Key Selling Points:
• **Great Comps and Beautifully Written:** Perfect for readers of *The Unbecoming of Mara Dyer*, *The Girl from the Well*, and *Diary of a Haunting*, this novel is atmospheric, beautifully written, and will pull in readers from the first page

• **Fantastic Hook:** This novel will attract readers of speculative fiction, horror, and ghost stories alike

• **Diverse YA:** With an LGBTQ+ main character, this novel answers the call for more diversity in YA lit

Summary
*Black Swan* meets *Paranormal Activity* in this literary thriller about a former dancer who discovers that sometimes, nightmares are real. Now in paperback!

Something is wrong with Marianne. It's not just that her parents have split up, or that life hasn't been the same since she quit dancing, or even that her mother has checked herself into the hospital.

She feels like she's losing time. Doing things she would never do. And objects around her seem to break whenever she comes close. Something is after her.

A first attempt at an exorcism calls down the full force of the thing's rage and time is ticking as Marianne tries to uncover the truth before the nightmare can take what it thinks it's owed.

Contributor Bio
AMELINDA BÉRUBÉ has been a writer and editor with a small department in the Canadian public service since 2008. She holds a Bachelor of Humanities from Carleton University and a Master of Arts from McGill. Visit amelindaberube.com.
Ruin of Stars
Linsey Miller

Key Selling Points:
• Best Selling Authors Praise for 1st Book: *New York Times* bestselling author of *And I Darken*, Kiersten White, calls *Mask of Shadows* “a can’t-miss debut” and #1 *New York Times* bestselling author Tamora Pierce said readers should “Get! Read! Now!”

• Fantastic Reviews: *Mask of Shadows* received great reviews from trades, booksellers, and librarians alike

• Even More!: More magic, new characters, and fast-paced action fill this exciting conclusion to the duology

Summary
In the exciting conclusion to the Mask of Shadows duology, Sal must learn the truth of their past before they can avenge it. Now in paperback!

As the queen’s assassin, Sal finally has the power, prestige, and most importantly, the ability to hunt the lords who killed their family. But Sal has to figure out who the culprits are before putting them down. Which means trying to ignore the fact that Sal’s love, Elise, is being kept a virtual prisoner, and that the queen may have ulterior motives.

And the tales coming out of north are baffling. Talk of dark spirits, missing children, and magic abound. As Sal heads north toward their ruined homeland and the lords who destroyed everything, they learn secrets and truths that can’t be ignored.

Contributor Bio
LINDSEY MILLER is a wayward biologist from Arkansas who previously worked as a crime lab intern, neuroscience lab assistant, and pharmacy technician and currently lives in Kansas. She can be found writing about science and magic anywhere there’s coffee. Visit her online at linseymiller.com.
That Night
Cyn Balog

Key Selling Points:
• **Edge of Your Seat Ending:** That Night twists and turns around the truth, and will leave reader's at the edge of their seats until the shocking reveal.

• **Perfect for fans of:** Karen McManus, Natasha Preston, and Natalie Richards

• **Starred Reviews for Previous Titles:** "Even careful readers will be caught off guard by twists and unexpected but divine surprises. This first-rate thriller delivers everything a thriller should, and adds more." — *VOYA Magazine*, Starred Review for *Alone*

Summary
Hailey wants to know the truth, but there are some secrets that are best left buried...

Hailey is determined to find out the truth of her boyfriend's suicide. She knows Declan wouldn't kill himself, even if she can't remember a lot of what lead up to that fateful night.

Kane, Declan's stepbrother and Hailey's best friend, wants to move past what happened...not dig up bad memories. But the more Hailey searches for information, the more she remembers.

As the truth begins to unravel, Hailey finds herself unveiling secrets she never could have imagined, secrets that have the possibility of ruining everything...

Contributor Bio
CYN BALOG is the author of a number of young adult novels. She lives outside Allentown, Pennsylvania, with her husband and daughters. Visit her online at cynbalog.
The Great Big Book of American Facts
Chris Taylor

Key Selling Points:

• **Innovative Formatting:** The book presents facts in a colorful and humorous setting (one continuous panoramic illustration) for an experience that is both entertaining and educational

• **Great for all Readers:** Perfect for all types of learners with text, visual, and interactive elements. There are also hidden images throughout to search for, Waldo style

• **Popular Abroad:** The Australian edition sold out within six months and was reprinted.

Summary

A fun and informative trivia book that takes the reader on a fact-filled journey across America.

*The Great Big Book of American Facts* takes the reader on an illustrated panoramic journey throughout America, starting on the west coast and traveling east. The continuous illustration passes through cities, National Parks, deserts, canyons, along Route 66 and more. Readers will discover America’s rich history and learn lots of interesting fun facts, interwoven into a colorful and engaging backdrop.

Contributor Bio

CHRIS ‘ROY’ TAYLOR has been a professional illustrator and cartoonist for over 15 years and his work appears daily in the Herald Sun. In his freelance career he has produced work for newspapers, publishing companies, clothing brands and greeting card companies in both Australia and the UK. He lives in Australia with his family. Visit him at hrisroytaylor.com
Don't Push the Button! An Easter Surprise
Bill Cotter

Key Selling Points:
• **Over 400,000 Don’t Push books sold:** Larry the Monster has become a household name who is beloved by children

• **The ideal add-on for Easter baskets:** Combines the commercially proven popularity of likeable monster characters with an imaginative, engaging Easter theme

• **Perfect for an interactive story time:** the playful interactivity encourages kids to actively engage with the story for a fun-filled reading experience that kids and parents will go back to time and again

Summary
*Go on an adventure with Larry in the hilarious Easter edition of the USA Today bestseller Don’t Push the Button!*

Easter is finally here, and Larry is ready to celebrate! With your help, there will be tons of Easter fun to be had.

Larry is up to his usual mischief in this colorful, fun-filled adventure.

Contributor Bio
In past lives BILL COTTER has been a gallant knight, a mean ol’ bear, a ninja with a secret, a slug, a majestic eagle, a slug again, and he is now a renowned children’s book author and illustrator. Bill is former art and music teacher. He lives in Cleveland, Ohio, but hopes to spread humor, art, and love throughout the universe. Visit cotterillustration.com for more.
Don't Push the Button! An Easter Surprise
Bill Cotter

Key Selling Points:
• **Over 400,000 Don’t Push books sold:** Larry the Monster has become a household name who is beloved by children

• **The ideal add-on for Easter baskets:** Combines the commercially proven popularity of likeable monster characters with an imaginative, engaging Easter theme

• **Perfect for an interactive story time:** the playful interactivity encourages kids to actively engage with the story for a fun-filled reading experience that kids and parents will go back to time and again

Summary

*Go on an adventure with Larry in the hilarious Easter edition of the USA Today bestseller Don’t Push the Button!*

Easter is finally here, and Larry is ready to celebrate! With your help, there will be tons of Easter fun to be had.

Larry is up to his usual mischief in this colorful, fun-filled adventure.

Contributor Bio

In past lives BILL COTTER has been a gallant knight, a mean ol’ bear, a ninja with a secret, a slug, a majestic eagle, a slug again, and he is now a renowned children’s book author and illustrator. Bill is former art and music teacher. He lives in Cleveland, Ohio, but hopes to spread humor, art, and love throughout the universe. Visit cotterillustration.com for more.
How to Catch a Unicorn
Adam Wallace, Andy Elkerton

Key Selling Points:
• Over 650,000 units sold: of the the New York Times and USA Today bestsellers in the “How to Catch...” series!
• Taps into the growing popularity of the STEM movement: The How to Catch a Unicorn story involves fun yet scientific ways to build traps, fitting in perfectly with the STEM movement, which is now part of mainstream curriculums
• The series is seeing continued sales growth: Sales have increased year-over-year for each title included in the “How to Catch...” series
• Unicorns are a growing trend: and the popularity of this beloved series will create a high demand for this title

Summary
Find out how to catch a unicorn in the newest addition to the New York Times bestselling series!

Can YOU catch the unicorn?
You’ll have to use your brain,
So set your traps and prep your team
To pet that rainbow mane!

The kids are looking for something fun to do, so they set their sights on going to the zoo! And isn’t riding a rainbow-made by a unicorn-the perfect way to get there? Shenanigans and high jinks ensue as the friendly unicorn visits his fellow animal buddies while the kids give chase to try to pet that coveted rainbow mane. The fun never ends with tricky traps and glitter galore!

Contributor Bio
ADAM WALLACE is a children’s writer and cartoonist living in Australia. He is the author of the New York Times bestselling How to Catch series and The Holiday Heroes Save Christmas.

ANDY ELKERTON is a children’s book illustrator based in the United Kingdom.
I Love You to the Moon and Back
Precious Moments

Key Selling Points:
• Precious Moments: is the most recognized inspirational brand in the world
• The perfect gift for every loved one: share this beautiful gift with children, spouses, parents, and partners on any occasion
• Based on a Precious Moments bestseller: the Precious Moments figurine “I Love You to the Moon and Back,” has been a bestseller for over a decade

Summary
New from inspirational brand Precious Moments! A heartfelt and adorable book that helps spread the message of love.

Share your heart with the one you love most in the world, and wrap them in the security of God's protection with this newest picture book from renowned inspirational brand Precious Moments. Written in sweet rhyming verse with the iconic Precious Moments illustrations, this book can be shared with a child, a parent, a partner, or a friend.

Contributor Bio
Known as the most recognized inspirational brand, PRECIOUS MOMENTS has touched the world with its figurines, artwork, gift cards, books, and other merchandise. The brand’s mission is to help others share love to make the world a better place, which Precious Moments has been accomplishing since the 1970s.
Red Bunny & Yellow Bunny
Claire Garralon

Key Selling Points:

• **Author with a growing fanbase:** Claire Garralon is the creator of the popular board book *Black Cat & White Cat*, which was highly reviewed by *Kirkus*: “Little readers will adore the clean-cut illustrations and sharply contrasted compositions that burst with color at the book’s end. And who can’t love these little guys? They are adorable as they romp and play.”

• **Beautiful board book with a great message:** This clever board book is filled with strong visual elements and an entertaining plot line that weaves in themes of diversity.

• **Perfect for toddlers:** The simple, bold graphic illustrations are a perfect way to introduce colors to toddlers.

Summary

Red Bunny and Yellow Bunny are having a baby! Can you guess what color the baby will be?

One day, Red Bunny meets Yellow Bunny. They fall in love and then have a cute baby. What color will that baby be? And when he has his own babies, what colors will they be?

The high-contrast words and shapes are perfect for the youngest eyes, and the fun story will keep kids engaged and is a great introduction to colors and the concept of diversity.

Contributor Bio

CLAIRE GARRALON is a graphic designer and illustrator. She is the author and illustrator of numerous books in France where she lives. Visit her at clairegarralon.fr.
The Doughnut King
Jessie Janowitz

Key Selling Points:

• **Great Series Start:** The first book in the series, *The Doughnut Fix*, was a Junior Library Guild pick and received a starred review from Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books

• **Timely Content:** This book has a television element that will appeal to kids who are fans of shows like MasterChef Junior

• **Foodie Appeal:** Kids and food is a growing trend that seems to have staying power

Summary

*A charming and funny second in series about a boy and his small town doughnut business*

After moving to middle-of-nowhere Petersville, Tris thought life couldn't get worse...but it actually somehow got better. But just when things are looking up, he learns his doughnut shop has a major supply problem and so does Petersville itself—folks keep moving away.

Tris figures if he can get his business to become an institution, it just might help save the town. So he sets out to buy The Belshaw Donut Robot. There’s just one problem: it costs $50,000. If Tris can win a cutthroat competitive kids’ cooking show, he can get the cash to buy the machine. But Tris isn’t sure he can live with what it takes to take to win.

**Contributor Bio**

JESSIE JANOWITZ grew up in New York City and is still living there with her husband and three children, all of whom love doughnuts as much as she does.
The Moon's First Friends
How the Moon Met the Astronauts from Apollo 11
Susanna Leonard Hill

Key Selling Points:

• **A different way to tell the story:** This charming story takes a new approach to books about the moon landing by telling it from the moon’s perspective

• **Perfect timing to commemorate the lunar landing:** A perfect companion and learning tool to the 50th anniversary of the momentous first moon landing

• **Educational back matter:** out of this world facts about the moon, space flight, and the individuals who made the mission possible

Summary
A heartwarming story of a friendship-seeking moon that also commemorates the extraordinary 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 mission!

From high up in the sky, the Moon has spent her whole life with the watchful eye of a parent, focusing only on the happenings of Earth below. Dinosaurs roam, pyramids are built, boats are made, and planes take flight, but she remains a lonely little orb floating out in space alone. Until one day a spaceship soars from Earth...and so does her heart.

Contributor Bio
SUSANNA LEONARD HILL is the award-winning author of more than a dozen books for children. She teaches an online picture book writing class: Making Picture Book Magic (http://www.susannahill.com/MAKING_PICTURE_BOOK_MAGIC.html), which offers picture book critiques, and does frequent school and library visits. She lives in New York’s Mid-Hudson Valley with her husband, children, and two rescue dogs.
Unicorn Day
Diana Murray, Luke Flowers

Key Selling Points:
• **Author to Watch:** Diana Murray is an acclaimed author who has garnered starred reviews and awards for her previous books.
• **Trending Topic:** Unicorns are everyone’s favorite magical creature right now!
• **Wonderful Read Aloud:** The clever and funny rhymes makes this a great read out loud book

Summary
A clever, colorful, and over-the-top picture book about unicorns and unique-corns!

The most important rule of Unicorn Day is to have fun, fun, fun!

The unicorns are celebrating their favorite day of the year, complete with rainbows and butterflies. But when it's revealed there's an imposter in their midst (a horse with a fake horn) the party comes to a screeching halt...

But it turns out Unicorn Day is for all friends! The party continues in all its glittery glory, but this time everyone is invited, fake horns and all.

Contributor Bio
DIANA MURRAY is the author of *Grimelda: The Very Messy Witch*, *Ned the Knitting Pirate*, and *City Shapes*. She grew up in New York and still lives nearby with her family. Visit her online at dianamurray.com

LUKE FLOWERS is an illuminator of the imagination that spends his days (and most nights) in his cozy creative cave illustrating and writing children’s books. He lives in Colorado Springs, Colorado and you can find him online at lukeflowerscreative.com
Why a Daughter Needs a Mom
Gregory Lang, Susanna Leonard Hill

Key Selling Points:
• Based on a New York Times bestseller that has sold more than 3 million copies: This new picture book format is based on the Greg Lang gift books that have touched millions of hearts

• Makes a perfect gift: a perfect story for mothers and daughters of any age to read together, this is the perfect gift for baby showers, birthdays, Mother’s Day, graduation, or any occasion celebrating the bond between mothers and daughters

• Beautiful illustrations with touching rhyming text: a girls most trusted friend, Mom is the one who understands best and will always be by your side while encouraging you to keep moving forward

Summary
Based on Greg Lang’s original book series that’s sold more than 3 million copies, this heartfelt picture book is the perfect way for mom and daughter to express how deep and special their bond is

From the first time I held you, so perfect and new,
I promised to do everything I could do
To help you become your most wonderful YOU,
My darling, my daughter, my girl.

This new picture book is a touching story about all the ways a child's mother will help her learn and grow. It's a beautiful reminder about how important she is, and it demonstrates the power of the special bond she shares with her mom. With charming illustrations and heartwarming rhymes, Why a Daughter Needs a Mom gives mothers the perfect way to express how beautiful the mother/daughter bond is.

Contributor Bio
GREGORY E. LANG is the New York Times bestselling author of more than 20 books, including Why a Daughter Needs a Dad, Why a Daughter Needs a Mom, Why a Son Needs a Dad, Why a Son Needs a Mom, and Why I Love You. He lives in Georgia.
Why a Daughter Needs a Dad
Gregory Lang, Susanna Leonard Hill

Key Selling Points:
• Based on a New York Times bestseller that has sold more than 3 million copies: This new picture book format is based on Greg Lang's gift books that have touched millions of hearts

• Makes a perfect gift: a perfect story for fathers and daughters of any age to read together, it is the perfect gift for baby showers, birthdays, Father's Day, graduation, or any occasion celebrating the bond between fathers and daughters

Summary
Based on Greg Lang’s original book series that’s sold more than 3 million copies, this heartfelt picture book is the perfect way for a dad and daughter to express how deep and special their bond is.

From the first time I held you, so perfect and new,
I promised to do everything I could do
To help you become your most wonderful YOU,
My darling, my daughter, my girl.

This new picture book is a touching story about all the ways a girl's father will help her grow, reminding her to be artistic, thoughtful, honest, and smart, but to most of all be true to herself. Featuring charming illustrations and heartwarming rhymes about the moments fathers and daughters share, it's the perfect gift for those who have a hard time finding the right words to properly express how beautiful the father/daughter bond is. Thankfully, this book gives fathers the words they need!

Contributor Bio
GREGORY E. LANG is the New York Times bestselling author of more than 20 books, including Why a Daughter Needs a Dad, Why a Daughter Needs a Mom, Why a Son Needs a Dad, Why a Son Needs a Mom, and Why I Love You. He lives in Georgia.
Cake and Confessions
Laurel Remington

Key Selling Points:
• **Heartwarming story with a great message:** a young girl’s exploration of friendships, parents and children, and finding out the things that truly matter

• **Baking is trending:** Capitalizes on the popular cooking/baking trend started by shows like *Top Chef*, *The Great British Bake Off*, *Cake Wars*, and more

• **Follow up to a successful first in series:** *Secrets and Scones* has captured the hearts of readers everywhere

Summary
The sequel to *Secrets and Scones*, a warmly delicious novel where Scarlett uses cooking to discover the secret ingredient to happiness

Scarlett’s blog has found success beyond her wildest dreams. A TV show is in the cards and the Secret Cooking Club has several new members. What’s more, her mom is getting married, and Scarlett is baking the wedding cake. Everything is perfect ... or is it?

Scarlett’s friends have started to hint that fame has gone to her head. On top of that, her estranged dad arrives in town completely unannounced. As the wedding approaches, Scarlett has much more on her mind than the perfect cake ... 

Contributor Bio
In addition to her writing, LAUREL REMINGTON works as a lawyer for a renewable energy company. She was born in California, and now lives with her family in Milford, Surrey (UK). Learn more at laurelremington.com.
Marie Curie and the Power of Persistence
Karla Valenti, Annalisa Beghelli, Micaela Crespo Q...

Key Selling Points:

• **New series in cooperation with the Marie Curie Alumni Association:** The first in a series of picture book biographies created in cooperation with the Marie Curie Alumni Association, which has a worldwide presence, outreach, and creditability

• **Female forward:** Women-centric picture book biographies is a growing and thriving category, and Sourcebooks has had success with similar books, like the award-winning *Shark Lady*

• **Educational back matter:** This picture book series will include educational back matter, with a scientific glossary of terms, key facts section, and a list of resources

Summary

*Scientists are superheroes! Learn about Marie Curie and her inspirational aspirations in the first book in My Super Science Heroes series!*

What if superheroes didn’t have supernatural powers, but were humans with incredible drive, who worked really hard to expand their knowledge? What if our superheroes were scientists?

This first book in the My Super Science Heroes series is about Marie Curie and her many glowing achievements. Using a fictionalized storytelling approach, readers will learn about Marie Curie’s many accomplishments, the power of persistence, and will feel empowered to become science superheroes themselves.

Contributor Bio

**KARLA ARENAS VALENTI** is a children’s book author with a bilingual background and law degree. She has lived all over the world but currently resides in the Chicagoland area with her husband and children.

**ANNALISA BEGHELLI** is a former architect turned graphic designer and illustrator. She studied at MIMaster in Milan and currently lives in Italy.

**MICAELA CRESPO QUESADA** is a researcher and scientific project manager with a PhD in Chemical Engineering.

**THE MARIE CURIE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION** represents more than 8,000 researchers worldwide who have benefited (or are benefiting) from a Marie Curie Fel...
50 Adventures to Have before You Turn 14
Pierdomenico Baccalario, Tommaso Percivale, Antong...

Key Selling Points:
• A fun and informative handbook that encourages children to be active, observant, and engaged, with space to plan your activity and then record the results
• The black-and-white illustrations scattered throughout the book contribute to a highly-browsable experience
• The perfect end-of-school gift for young adventurers!

Summary
It's never too early to start a bucket list! Embark on exciting adventures with this journal full of activities to do—all before you turn 14!

Want to enter your teen years with a long list of accomplishments and cool stories? Organize a treasure hunt, create a secret code, search for fossils, bake a loaf of bread, climb a tree—these are some of the fun projects and activities to complete before you turn 14! 50 Adventures to Have before You Turn 14 is a bucket list journal with prompts for fifty different activities perfect for preteens looking to unplug, embark on exciting adventures, and explore new hobbies. In addition to descriptive information and activity prompts, the book also allows the reader to record the results of their projects in the journal.

Contributor Bio
P. D. BACCALARIO was born in a little town in Piedmont, Italy. He wrote his first novel, La Strada del Guerriero (The Road Warrior), in fifteen days and sent it to the Battello a Vapore Prize (Steamboat Prize), which it won. He wrote it under his neighbor’s name because he was shy and only twenty-three years old at the time. P. D. currently lives in Milan.
**Thinker**

**My Puppy Poet and Me**

Eloise Greenfield, Ehsan Abdollahi

---

**Key Selling Points:**

- **Author with major awards:** Eloise Greenfield received the 2018 Coretta Scott King-Virginia Hamilton Award for Lifetime Achievement

- **Acclaimed illustrator:** Ehsan Abdollahi is a highly acclaimed illustrator from Iran who teaches at Tehran’s top Honar (Art) University

- **Poetry is fun:** An exploration of friendship and the beauty found everyday in free verse is fun to read and aids literacy and builds empathy

---

**Summary**

A new collection of poetry from Coretta Scott King Award winner, Eloise Greenfield!

Seven-year-old Jace and his puppy Thinker are poets, putting everything they do into verse, from going to the park to philosophising to playing ball. One day they’ll have the whole world figured out, but for now, Thinker has to keep quiet in public. And he can’t go to school with Jace for fear he might recite a poem in front of Jace’s classmates. But when Pets’ Day comes, and Thinker is allowed into the classroom at last, he finds it harder than he expected to keep his rhyming skills a secret.

---

**Contributor Bio**

ELOISE GREENFIELD received the Coretta Scott King-Virginia Hamilton Award for Lifetime Achievement in 2018. She is also the recipient of the Foundation for Children’s Literature Hope S. Dean Award, and the National Council for the Social Studies Carter G. Woodson Book Award. Eloise lives in Washington, DC. You can follow her on Twitter @ELGreenfield.

EHSAN ABDOLLAHI teaches at Tehran’s top Honar (Art) University and has illustrated a number of children’s books, including When I Coloured in the World, by one of Iran’s best-known living poets, Ahmadreza Ahmadi.
The Complete Baby and Toddler Cookbook
America's Test Kitchen Kids

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s Test Kitchen Brand:** America’s Test Kitchen is well-known and trusted for its thorough testing techniques, and this cookbook was created using their tried-and-true methods as well as utilizing a pediatric nutritionist

• **Book grows with family:** Recipes work for first-time parents as well as parents who have older children and are looking to reshape their family’s eating habits; the book grows with the family and isn’t a one-time short-term use

• **Huge marketing push:** across all media platforms, including America’s Test Kitchen’s dedicated fans and followers

Summary

The newest installment from America’s Test Kitchen! The quintessential cookbook that every family needs!

Being a new parent usually means an overload of information on how to keep your baby healthy and happy. But what information should we trust as parents? America’s Test Kitchen, with their years of expertise and their tried-and-true testing methods, has opened their test kitchens for the first time ever to include the youngest of foodies: babies and toddlers!

Included are the very best (kitchen tested!) recipes to get you through the early years. From your child’s introduction to solid foods to engaging young kids in the kitchen, this is the essential cookbook families with young children need.

Contributor Bio

AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN is the most authoritative resource for reliable, kitchen-tested recipes and cooking information. They value process, curiosity, practicality, and honesty. They believe everyone can learn to be a successful cook and their mission is to test recipes over and over until they understand how and why they work, and arrive at the best version.
Love
from Sesame Street
Sesame Workshop

Key Selling Points:

• **Huge series with 3000,000+ copies sold:** Love is the newest installment in the Sesame Street Scribbles series from Sourcebooks, which has sold more than 300,000 copies (and growing)!

• **Perfect gift for every occasion:** The iconic characters combined with a classic message makes this book the perfect gift to give each and every person you love

• **Celebration of Sesame Street’s 50th Anniversary:** Love is one of the few Sesame Street books that will received a special 50th anniversary emblem on the cover, and Sesame Street will be engaging in additional promotional campaigns to promote their overall brand in 2019

Summary

A delightful, fun explanation of all of the different definitions of love, from beloved Sesame Street characters!

Love is infinite. Love is giggles. Love is cookies. Explore all the definitions of love with your friends from Sesame Street! In this illustrated picture book, children will delight in seeing their favorite characters share what love means to them. This warm and uplifting story will show children to look for love in new ways in their everyday lives—and will brighten their day!

Contributor Bio

SESAME WORKSHOP is the nonprofit educational organization behind the world-renowned children’s program Sesame Street. With the mission of helping kids grow smarter, stronger, and kinder, Sesame Workshop has worked with educators to develop programs tailored to the unique needs of children all over the world.
Food Play (working title)
America's Test Kitchen Kids
Goodnight, Max the Brave
Ed Vere

Key Selling Points:

- **Continuation of a bestselling, beloved brand:** Max the Brave was a New York Times bestseller list and has received high praise from reviewers, booksellers, librarians, and kids alike!

- **Ed Vere has received extraordinary reviews:** Max the Brave and Max and Bird were both Indie Next Picks, and the *New York Times Sunday Book Review* praised *Max the Brave*: “Max is an expressive huge-eyed black ball of kinetic kittenness ... Kids will be tickled.”

- **Perfect for fans of:** Peter Brown, Jon Klassen, and Sandra Boynton

Summary

In this delightful companion to the *New York Times* and *USA Today* bestseller *Max the Brave*, Max is on a mission to find the Moon before bedtime. Now in board book!

Max is done being brave, and now it's time to sleep—all he has to do is say good night. But something's wrong! When Max goes to say good night to the moon, it's nowhere to be found. Unable to sleep without finishing his nighttime ritual, Max embarks on a journey to find the moon and wish it a good night.

With the same loveable character and bright, graphic illustrations as *Max the Brave*, *Goodnight, Max the Brave* is sure to delight young readers and adults alike. Now in board book!

Contributor Bio

ED VERE studied fine art at Camberwell College of Art in London. In addition to illustrating children’s books, Ed is also a painter and is represented by galleries in London and Los Angeles. After a year and a half living in Barcelona, Ed now lives and works in London. Visit Ed at Edvere.com.
The Messy Alphabet Book!
An ABC Book!
Sesame Workshop

Key Selling Points:
• **Highly engaged reading experience:** This series is designed to guide adults in creating an engaging reading experience with infants and toddlers

• **Includes prompts and fun activities:** My First Big Storybook has subtle prompts, questions and guides to make the perfect reading aloud experience

• **Helps children develop skills:** The interactive reading experience will help the child develop stronger reading and comprehension skills

Summary

A revolutionary series that combines Sesame Street with a new guided-reading approach to children’s books

Welcome to a completely original (and totally fun!) take on the standard ABC book. Join Oscar and his Sesame Street friends as they splat, splash, crash, and dash their way through the alphabet—perfect for any child who has ever been told to stop making a mess!

You don't need to be an avid reader, a performer or an expert with children to relax and enjoy new fun ways to engage with the little ones during story time. This brand new and unique approach to children's books allows anyone who is shy or slightly discouraged at the thought of the perfect reading aloud experience. My First Big Storybook has subtle prompts, questions and guides to make sure that story time and that precious bonding experience is magical.

Examples:
- Elmo and his friends are hiding. Let's play peek-a-boo and pretend we're hiding, too!
- Let's count the number of stars in Elmo's window!
- Can you find a rectangle?

Contributor Bio

SESAME WORKSHOP is the nonprofit educational organization behind the world-renowned children’s program Sesame Street. With the mission of helping kids grow smarter, stronger, and kinder, Sesame Workshop has worked with educators to develop programs tailored to the unique needs of children all over the world. Sesame Workshop works to teach the whole child, providing lessons on topics from ABCs and 123s to health, emotional well-being, and respect.
Ferrie Untitled board book 1
Chris Ferrie
Ferrie Untitled board book 2
Chris Ferrie

No Image Available
How to Catch a Dinosaur
Adam Wallace, Andy Elkerton

Key Selling Points:
• **Over 650,000 units sold:** of the the *New York Times* and *USA Today* bestsellers in the “How to Catch...” series!

• **Taps into the growing popularity of the STEAM movement:** The *How to Catch a Dinosaur* story involves new chemistry-based traps, fitting in perfectly with the STEM/STEAM movement, which is becoming part of mainstream curriculums

• **The series is seeing continued sales growth:** Sales have increased year-over-year for each title included in the “How to Catch...” series, proving that consumers love these books and are watching for the next in series

Summary
New in the *New York Times* and *USA Today* bestselling How to Catch series—do YOU have what it takes to catch a prehistoric pal?

Do dinosaurs still walk among us? Of course they do! Sure, no one has seen one walking around, but if alligators, whales, and even birds still exist, then of course dinosaurs must still be roaming among us, right?

This next installment in the "How to Catch..." series is sure to amaze and delight young readers and educators alike, as it blends STEAM concepts with the hilarity and chaos of trying to wrangle a reptilian friend.

Contributor Bio

ADAM WALLACE is a children’s writer and cartoonist living in Australia. He is the author of the *New York Times* bestselling How to Catch series and *The Holiday Heroes Save Christmas*.

ANDY ELKERTON is a children’s book illustrator based in the United Kingdom.
Why a Daughter Needs a Mum
Gregory Lang, Susanna Leonard Hill

Key Selling Points:
• Based on a New York Times bestseller that has sold more than 3 million copies: This new picture book format is based on the Greg Lang gift books that have touched millions of hearts

• Makes a perfect gift: a perfect story for mothers and daughters of any age to read together, this is the perfect gift for baby showers, birthdays, Mother’s Day, graduation, or any occasion celebrating the bond between mothers and daughters

• Beautiful illustrations with touching rhyming text: a girls most trusted friend, Mom is the one who understands best and will always be by your side while encouraging you to keep moving forward

Summary
Inspired by the New York Times bestselling series by Greg Lang!

From the first time I held you, so perfect and new,
I promised to do everything I could do
To help you become your most wonderful YOU,
My darling, my daughter, my girl.

This new picture book is a touching story about all the ways a child’s mother will help her grow, reminding her of the special bond only she can have with mum. Featuring charming illustrations and heartwarming rhymes about the moments mothers and daughters share, Why a Daughter Needs a Mum is the perfect story to connect mother and daughter together.

Contributor Bio
GREGORY E. LANG is the New York Times bestselling author of more than 20 books, including Why a Daughter Needs a Dad, Why a Daughter Needs a Mom, Why a Son Needs a Dad, Why a Son Needs a Mom, and Why I Love You. He lives in Georgia.
Lexie's Little Lie
Emma Shevah

Key Selling Points:

• **Multiple Starred reviews for previous titles**: *Dream On, Amber* received four Starred Reviews and rave reviews in the *New York Times* and *Washington Post*, and *Dara Palmer's Major Drama* received three Starred Reviews

• **A theme kids relate to**: This thoughtful, fun novel features a universal theme that all kids can relate to: Is it ever a good idea to tell a lie?

• **Mixed format novel**: This visually appealing mixed-format novel includes notes and extensive doodles to enhance the story

Summary

New from the highly-acclaimed author of *Dream On, Amber* and *Dara Palmer’s Major Drama*—Who knew one little lie could cause so much trouble?

Lexie and her cousin Eleni are super-crazy-mega-extra-seriously close. They're like twins who aren't actually twins, if that's possible. But when Lexie tells a terrible, jealous lie, her whole family is torn apart.

So it's up to Lexie to bring them all back together and fix her relationship with Eleni. After a few calamitous escapades, Lexie has discovered that there are all sorts of truths and all sorts of lies too...But what Lexie must figure out is when is the truth more hurtful than a lie?

Contributor Bio

EMMA SHEVAH is half-Irish and half-Thai and was born and raised in London and has worked as a fire-juggler, a restaurant manager, a copywriter, an English teacher, and is now a blogger and author. Visit Emma at emmashevah.com.
You Can Do It!
A Little Book About the Big Power of Perseverance
Sesame Workshop

Key Selling Points:
• strong> Series has sold over 450,000 copies: You Can Do It! is an extension of the successful Scribbles series from Sesame Street, which has sold more than 450,000 copies (and counting)!
• strong> Perfect read aloud featuring friends from Sesame Street: this fun, inspiring story with iconic Sesame Street characters is ideal for both parents and teachers to read to little ones
• A great introduction to growth mindset: with charming illustrations and lively rhymed text, this book is a great way to introduce growth mindset to children at a young age

Summary
Growth mindset moves in and self-doubt moves out, in this new and inspiring story from Sesame Street!

When Elmo tries to write his name but keeps messing up the letters, his mom reminds him that it's okay! He might not know how to write his name yet, but with more practice, he can do it. Perseverance is a thread throughout this inspiring story where characters pay-it-forward and support one another in activities like counting cookies, tying shoes, matching shapes, and more!

Contributor Bio
SESAME WORKSHOP is the nonprofit educational organization behind the world-renowned children’s program Sesame Street. With the mission of helping kids grow smarter, stronger, and kinder, Sesame Workshop has worked with educators to develop programs tailored to the unique needs of children all over the world. Sesame Workshop works to teach the whole child, providing lessons on topics from ABCs and 123s to health, emotional well-being, and respect.
My Dad, My Hero
Ethan Long

Key Selling Points:

• **The hardcover edition is beloved by parents and trade reviewers:** One parent raved that it’s “…the ideal Father’s Day book;” and *Booklist* calls Ethan Long “A Winner”! while *Kirkus Reviews* believes that Ethan Long is in the same company as Mo Willems

• **The perfect gift for dad:** *My Dad, My Hero* is the gift every dad needs, whether it’s for Father’s Day, his birthday, Christmas, or any other gift giving opportunity

Summary

The board book edition of the perfect Father’s Day story where all dads are heroes!

A young child starts off this laugh-out-loud picture book by listing all the ways his dad is NOT a super hero: he can't leap tall buildings, run faster than a speeding bullet, or shoot webs out of his wrists.

Each spread illustrates how Dad doesn't have super powers but is still a hero at heart. The sweet ending depicts all the cool - if not super - activities Dad does do with the child like throwing a baseball, playing checkers and going toy shopping.

Ethan Long's spot-on artwork perfectly accompanies this super funny and super sweet story. Now in board book!

Contributor Bio

Ethan Long has written more than 100 books for children, including the 2013 Theodor Seuss Geisel Award winning *Up, Tall and High*! He lives in Orlando, Florida. Visit ethanlong.com.
**Return to the Secret Garden**
Holly Webb

### Key Selling Points:
- **Renewed interest in the original story will drive sales of this story:** A new film version of *The Secret Garden* starring Colin Firth is in production

- **Strong praise received for the hardcover edition:** "Return to the Secret Garden and enjoy the wonder of childhood and the magic of friendship in this sequel that is sure to warm the hearts of young readers everywhere." - *Shelf Awareness*

- **Huge fanbase:** With fans of *The Secret Garden* spanning generations, *Return to the Secret Garden* has great crossover and gift potential

### Summary

Return to the magic of Burnett’s classic tale with a brand-new character as she discovers a very secret garden. Now in paperback!

It's 1939, and the occupants of the Craven Home for Orphaned Children have been evacuated to Misselthwaite Hall, a fancy manor in the English countryside, to escape the Blitz. Emmie would hardly call the orphanage "home," but her heart breaks knowing that leaving Craven means leaving her beloved cat, Lucy. Away from everything she's ever known and trapped in imposing Misselthwaite, Emmie finds herself more miserable than ever.

But soon she starts discovering the secrets of the house—a boy who cries in the night, a diary written by a girl named Mary, and a garden. A very secret garden...

### Contributor Bio

Hooray for You
Marianne Richmond

Key Selling Points:

- **Over six million books sold:** Marianne Richmond has touched the lives of millions of hearts; her books resonate with readers, and help them express their deepest, most heartfelt feelings with her gorgeous illustrations and lyrical prose.

- **Fresh packaging:** New artwork leads a fresh package of this Marianne Richmond classic.

- **The perfect gift for any celebration:** Excellent book for graduation, celebrating milestones at any age, or just to let someone know they’re special just for being themselves.

Summary

Whether graduating from kindergarten or college, winning a spelling bee or a marathon, celebrating a 5th or 80th birthday, *Hooray for You!* says, “there simply is no other like you.”

Look in the mirror.
Love who you see.
Stand tall.
Smile big.
Shout Hooray for Me!

*Hooray for You* is a celebration of "you-ness" - the grand sum of mind, body and heart that makes every person truly unique! The perfect gift of congratulations, encouragement or just because, *Hooray for You* is a welcome appreciation of the wonderfulness in us all.

Contributor Bio

Beloved author and illustrator MARIANNE RICHMOND has touched the lives of millions for nearly two decades through her award winning books, greeting cards, and other gift products that offer people the most heartfelt way to connect with each other. She lives in the Nashville area. Visit www.mariannerichmond.com.
Sweet Dreams Little One
Precious Moments

Key Selling Points:
• Precious Moments: is the most recognized inspirational brand in the world
• The perfect gift for every loved one: share this beautiful gift with children, spouses, parents, and partners on any occasion
• Based on a Precious Moments bestseller: the Precious Moments music box, “Sweet Dreams Little One,” has been a bestseller for over a decade

Summary
Wrap your little one in your love as you snuggle up to say goodnight with this enchanting picture book from Precious Moments

Sweet Dreams Little One was inspired by the Precious Moments music box, “Sweet Dreams Little One.” The music box plays Brahms Lullaby, the lyrics of which are the base of this picture book. The adorable Precious Moments illustrations and lullaby text will lull your little one to sleep in no time.

Contributor Bio
Known as the most recognized inspirational brand, PRECIOUS MOMENTS has touched the world with its figurines, artwork, gift cards, books, and other merchandise. The brand’s mission is to help others share love to make the world a better place, which Precious Moments has been accomplishing since the 1970s.
**All Creatures Great and Small**  
Precious Moments, Cecil F Alexander

**Key Selling Points:**

- **Precious Moments:** is the most recognized inspirational brand in the world

- **The perfect gift for every loved one:** share this beautiful gift with children, spouses, parents, and partners on any occasion, and works in traditional Christian channels as well as the trade and mass markets

- **Based on a classic and beloved hymn:** and paired with a soft, love-of-nature sentiment

**Summary**

**Precious Moments brings to life one of the most beloved Christian hymns from Cecil F. Alexander**

Each spread depicts Precious Moments characters interacting with nature to accompany the beautiful text, leaving the children with a story that will stick with them as they grow:

All things bright and beautiful,  
All creatures great and small,  
All things wise and wonderful:  
The Lord God made them all.

**Contributor Bio**

Known as the most recognized inspirational brand, PRECIOUS MOMENTS has touched the world with its figurines, artwork, gift cards, books, and other merchandise. The brand’s mission is to help others share love to make the world a better place, which Precious Moments has been accomplishing since the 1970s.
Lots of Love Little One
Sandra Magsamen

Key Selling Points:
- The first extension of the best-selling Welcome Little One title
- Heartfelt rhyming text and charming illustrations get to the heart of how much love parents have for their children
- Sandra Magsamen is an incredible author—this book has a universal message sure to appeal to her devoted audience

Summary
What better way to say “I love you” than with this precious book from best-selling author, Sandra Magsamen.

Sandra Magsamen's universal message of love and adorable illustrations naturally extend the heartfelt message of anticipation and joy for a new child found in Welcome Little One.

You're a gift and a blessing in every way.
I love you more each and every day!

I love you more than all the stars that twinkle at night
And all the fireflies that glow so bright.

I love you as you sleep at night and play through the days.
I'll love you yesterday, today, forever and always.

Share the love with your little one with this delightful book from Sandra Magsamen!

Contributor Bio
SANDRA MAGSAMEN is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder that it’s the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful!
Bienvenido chiquito
Sandra Magsamen

Key Selling Points:
• From the *USA Today* best seller *Welcome Little One*, with over 250,000 copies sold
• Lively illustrations and beautifully translated text help parents convey to their children what they might not be able to put into words
• Perfect for native Spanish speakers and Spanish language learners

Summary
*Celebra la llegada de tu chiquito al mundo! Welcome your little one to the world!*

*Enjoy this *USA Today* bestseller now available in Spanish, perfect for fluent Spanish-speakers or Spanish language learners!*

*Welcome Your Little One to the World!*

For all parents, the arrival of a newborn child is an event that offers the promise of never-ending love. Filled with lively illustrations and a beautifully translated text, *Bienvenido chiquito* allows parents and children to celebrate and cherish their bond in the Spanish language!

Contributor Bio
*SANDRA MAGSAMEN* is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder that it’s the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful!
My Dog Made Me Write This Book
Elizabeth Fensham

Key Selling Points:
• **Perfect for reluctant readers:** The accessible voice and black and white line drawings make this the perfect choice for reluctant readers

• **A fun and commercial duology:** This first in a duology has plenty of humor and depth for middle grade readers that will keep them coming back for the second book

• **Will appeal to pet lovers:** Everyone loves puppies! This book will resonate with puppy—and pet—lovers of all ages

Summary
**Eric and his dog Ugly's idea of mans' best friend may be slightly different in this first in duology**

Eric is very disappointed in the dog he got for his birthday. He thought the dog, named Ugly (because he is just that), was going to be his 'best friend.' But Ugly doesn't even consider Eric his second best friend. Ugly loves everyone—even his horrible sister, Gretchen—more than him.

Desperate to make Ugly love him the most, Eric puts some crazy plans into action to win over his pooch. Will Eric ever be able to unleash Ugly's affections, or will he forever be chasing puppy love?

Contributor Bio
ELIZABETH FENSHAM lives in Victoria, Australia, where she is Head of English at a local school. She is married to an artist and has two adult sons. Fensham has been writing for twenty years and her first novel, The Helicopter Man, won the CBCA Book of the Year for Younger Readers in 2006.
My Dog Gets a Job
Elizabeth Fensham

Key Selling Points:
• **Reluctant readers:** The accessible voice and black and white line drawings make this the perfect choice for reluctant readers

• **A fun and commercial duology:** This second in duology continues with plenty of humor and depth for middle grade readers

• **Pet lovers:** Everyone loves puppies! This book will resonate with puppy—and pet—lovers of all ages.

Summary
Eric's life will go to the dogs if he doesn't devise a brilliant plan to keep Ugly out of trouble!

At nine-and-a-lot years of age, Eric no longer says, "my dog doesn't like me." Instead, he's a responsible dog owner, feeding and walking his dog, Ugly, every day.

But when Ugly is involved in some serious shenanigans, including a roast chicken heist and "decorating" with slimy duck poop, it's clear Eric needs to do something to keep his dog out of trouble. Luckily, Eric has hatched a plan he is sure will do the trick!

Contributor Bio
ELIZABETH FENSHAM lives in Victoria, Australia, where she is Head of English at a local school. She is married to an artist and has two adult sons. Fensham has been writing for twenty years and her first novel, The Helicopter Man, won the CBCA Book of the Year for Younger Readers in 2006.
Mr. Bambuckle's Remarkables
Tim Harris

Key Selling Points:
• **Classic yet wacky school series:** A winning start to a classic, wacky middle school series such as Sideways Stories and My Weird School

• **Highly original writing and storytelling:** The broad humor has terrific appeal and the book is full of fun black and white line art

• **Notable author:** Tim Harris has a 2018 Children’s Book of the Year Notable Book (Australia) pick to his credit

Summary
When Mr Bambuckle arrives, thrills, laughter, and imagination are sure to thrive!

The new teacher in Room 12B is certainly eccentric—what other teacher rides a unicycle while flipping bacon in a pan wearing a dazzling blue suit? Magic tricks aside, Mr. Bambuckle is a fantastic teacher, who gets to know each and every one of his new students while making learning exciting and fun. Principal Sternblast, who is desperate for a promotion to another school, however, is not impressed with Mr. Bambuckle's somewhat unorthodox style of teaching. Will Principal Sterblast be successful at ousting the much-loved teacher, or are Mr. Bambuckle and his school days shenanigans here to stay?

Contributor Bio
TIM HARRIS is a former elementary school teacher. He lives in Sydney, Australia. Visit him at: timharrisbooks.com.
You Are Awesome
Matthew Syed, Toby Triumph

Key Selling Points:

- **Teaches growth mindset:** Growth mindset is a popular concept used as a tool by educators and parents that helps children understand that abilities can be earned through hard work; this is the perfect go-to book for middle graders.

- **Strong sales:** The first children’s book from a bestselling author: Matthew Syed is a presenter, Olympian, journalist and the bestselling author of Bounce and Black Box Thinking, which sold 60,000 copies in the UK in the book’s first month.

- **Star power:** Current, real-world celebrity examples of growth mindset plus cool illustrations throughout make this book easily accessible and browsable.

Summary

From the bestselling author of *Black Box Thinking* and *Bounce*, comes a practical and insightful guide for middle graders to adopt a growth mindset mentality.

This witty, inspiring, and confidence-building book demonstrates how grit, resilience, and a positive mindset can help in every aspect of your life—from school to friendships to sports to hobbies. Using examples of role models from Serena Williams to Mozart, *You Are Awesome* shows how success is earned rather than given, and that talent can be acquired through practice and a positive attitude.

Contributor Bio

MATTHEW SYED is the bestselling author of *Bounce, Black Box Thinking*, and *The Greatest*. He is the former number one England table tennis player, a multi-award-winning journalist, an acclaimed speaker, and a regular contributor to radio and television.

TOBY TRIUMPH is an illustrator based in London. He creates detailed hand-drawn pieces with an irreverent edge.
Between Dad and Me
A Father-Son Journal
Katie Clemons
Between Mom and Me
A Mother-Son Journal
Katie Clemons
Love, Dad and Me
A Father-Daughter Journal
Katie Clemons
Today We Go Home
A Novel
Kelli Estes

Key Selling Points:

• **More than 120,000 copies sold:** Estes’ previous book, *The Girl Who Wrote in Silk* has sold more than 120,000 copies and was a *USA Today* bestseller; her sales have increased year-over-year for the past four years as she continues to build her fan base.

• **Kelli Estes is an Indie bookstore favorite:** *The Girl Who Wrote in Silk*, Kelli’s debut, was an Indie Next Pick and continued to hit the PNBA Indie regional bestseller list 3 years after its initial publication.

• **Dynamic Author:** Estes is an absolute dynamo who has an extensive book club program associated with her books; her charisma and hard work have helped *The Girl Who Wrote in Silk* find new readers through multiple One Community, One Reads programs.

• **Perfect for readers who love dual storylines:** *Today We Go Home* follows a storyline of two characters from different time periods whose lives overlap in fascinating ways. For fans of *The Alice Network* and *The Hideaway*.

Summary

Two women, living centuries apart, fighting for our country’s freedom...and their own

**Seattle, Washington**

Larkin Bennett has always known her place, whether it’s surrounded by her loving family in the lush greenery of the Pacific Northwest, or riding on a dusty convoy in Afghanistan. But all of that changed the day tragedy struck her unit and took everything she held dear away. Soon after, Larkin discovers an unexpected treasure—the diary of Emily Wilson, a young woman who disguised herself as a man to fight for the Union in the Civil War. As Larkin struggles to heal, she finds herself drawn deep into Emily’s life and the secrets she kept.

**Indiana, 1861**

The only thing more dangerous to Emily Wilson than a Rebel soldier is her own comrades in the Union Army. But in the minds of her fellow soldiers, if it dresses like a man, swears like a man, and shoots like a man, it must be a man. As the war marches on and takes its terrible toll, Emily begins to question everything she has been told about the freedom she is supposed to be fighting for.

Contributor Bio

KELLI ESTES is the author of *The Girl Who Wrote in Silk*. She lived in the deserts of Washington state and Arizona before settling in the Seattle area. She’s passionate about stories that help us see how the past shapes who we are today, and how we all have more in common than not.
A Long Way Down
Randall Silvis

Key Selling Points:
• **More than 85,000 copies sold:** The Ryan DeMarco series has sold more than 85,000 copies over two books and continues to gain momentum and new readers.
• **DeMarco Series has accolades and Starred Reviews:** *Two Days Gone* was a Hammett Prize nominee, an Indie Next pick, *New York Times Sunday Book Review* Best and Latest in Crime Fiction pick, and received a starred review from *Library Journal*. *Walking the Bones* received a starred review from *Publishers Weekly*.
• **For readers of pulse-pounding thrillers and suspense:** Randall Silvis’s writing has been consistently praised as being exceptionally high-quality and transcending the category, and is perfect for fans of Denise Lehane and Michael Connolly.

Summary
Haunting memories threaten to overtake Detective Ryan DeMarco as he digs into the ghosts of his past in this 3rd in series thriller from Randall Silvis.

Ryan DeMarco returns to his hometown of Erie, Pennsylvania after his estranged wife, Laraine’s, suicide attempt. Unfortunately, Laraine has decided that the only person who can make her well again is DeMarco himself. DeMarco disagrees.

As he is leaving the hospital, for what he vows will be the last time, he runs into a former high school football teammate, a man who is now the Mahoning County Sheriff. DeMarco learns that three unsolved murders have occurred in his old stomping grounds over the past month, and that they might be related to a cold case from 1988, the year he graduated from high school. Even though DeMarco longs to get back to new love, Jayme, his heart is with his hometown and getting to the bottom of those unsolved murders.

Randall Silvis once again pens an emotionally wrenching thriller that throws DeMarco into a swamp of memories, dredging up ghosts of his past.

Contributor Bio
RANDALL SILVIS is the internationally acclaimed author of more than a dozen novels, including *Two Days Gone* and *Walking the Bones*. His essays, articles, poems, and short stories have appeared in various online and print magazines. His work has been translated into ten languages. He lives in Pennsylvania.
The Victim
A Novel
Max Manning

Key Selling Points:
• **Fresh angle in the thriller category:** Fascinating dual story line angle that explores the fascinating chain of causes and effects that lead determine whether or not the protagonist will survive

• **Reviewers of Max Manning’s first book can’t wait for Victim:** "Don’t Look Now will leave readers waiting for more from Manning.” — Booklist

Summary
Make the wrong choice, and you won’t live to make another...

When public relations executive Gem Golding becomes the victim of a carjacking at the hands of a dangerous criminal bent on her destruction, she must make a choice: does she surrender to her attacker, or does she stand her ground and fight for her life? What follows are the two strands Gem's life can take, and the chain of causes and effects that leads to Gem's survival...or her eventual demise.

Emphasizing the power our choices have to determine who we become, The Victim is an ingenious high-concept psychological thriller following the devastating effects of two characters as they spiral towards their ultimate fate.

Contributor Bio
MAX MANNING started his career in journalism in the UK, where he worked at the Daily Express and the Daily Telegraph. He lives in London.
Maybe This Time
Jill Mansell

Key Selling Points:
• #1 bestselling author with 11 million copies sold: Jill Mansell is a breakout star in women's fiction

• Perfect for fans of Elin Hilderbrand and Mary Kay Andrews: Mansell’s stories have heart, humor, and receive stronger customer reviews than the comp authors

• Major backlist opportunity: Mansell has an extensive backlist, and each one has phenomenal customer reviews; if you introduce a reader to one of her books, that reader will come back for more!

Summary
International bestseller Jill Mansell is back with a new book about star-crossed lovers, family, and importance of community

When Mimi Huish visits her dad at his new home in the Cotswolds, she immediately falls in love with the eccentric and charming inhabitants of his new community. And when she meets the seriously gorgeous, charismatic Cal Mathieson, Mimi begins to daydream about trading in her city life for country living.

But even though Mimi and Cal feel like they might be soulmates, the fates (and bad timing) keep pulling them apart. But is there ever a perfect time for love? It's up to Mimi, Cal, and their rauccous cadre of friends to turn their happily-never-after into a happily-ever-after!

Contributor Bio
With over 11 million copies sold, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author JILL MANSELL writes irresistible and funny, poignant and romantic tales for women in the tradition of Marian Keyes, Sophie Kinsella and Jojo Moyes. She lives with her partner and their children in Bristol, England.
They Found Him Dead
Georgette Heyer

Key Selling Points:
• **Gorgeous repackage of a classic Georgette Heyer mystery:** Sourcebooks is rereleasing all of the Georgette Heyer mysteries with amazing new packaging, and in an accelerated publishing schedule, which will feed customer demand

• **Perfect for fans of Agatha Christie:** “Ranking along such incomparable whodunnit authors as Christie, Marsh, Tey, and Allingham.”—*San Francisco Chronicle*

Contributor Bio
GEORGETTE HEYER wrote over 50 books, including Regency romances, mysteries, and historical fiction. Heyer was legendary for her research, historical accuracy, inventive plots, and sparkling characterization.
The 7 ½ Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle
Stuart Turton

Key Selling Points:
• #1 LibraryReads Pick: The 7 1/2 Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle was the #1 LibraryReads Pick for September 2018, and was an Indie Next Pick

• Exceptional praise from major authors and reviewers: A. J. Finn, author of the #1 New York Times-bestseller The Woman in the Window, called it "Dazzling." Harpar's Bazaar listed it as one of the top books to read this fall.

• Unforgettable hook and clever premise that is utterly unique: A literary game of Clue that is part Agatha Christie, part Groundhog Day, and part Quantum Leap

Summary
The clever, mind-bending murder mystery that leaves readers guessing until the very last page — now in paperback!

At a gala party thrown by her parents, Evelyn Hardcastle will be killed. Again. She's been murdered hundreds of times, and each day, Aiden Bishop is too late to save her. Doomed to repeat the same day over and over, Aiden's only escape is to solve Evelyn Hardcastle's murder and conquer the shadows of an enemy he struggles to even comprehend. But nothing and no one are quite what they seem.

Deeply atmospheric and ingeniously plotted, The 7½ Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle is a highly original debut that will appeal to fans of Dean Koontz’s Ashley Bell and Agatha Christie.

Contributor Bio
STUART TURTON is a freelance journalist who lives in West London with his wife. Stuart is not to be trusted — in the nicest possible way. The 7½ Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle is his debut.
The Fifteen Wonders of Daniel Green
Erica Boyce

Key Selling Points:
• Small town charm with universal appeal: The charming premise of a small town coming together to save the farm, and a family coming together to heal are central to the storyline

• Issues readers can relate to: The story addresses many modern-day issues through rich and vulnerable characters who suffer with disease and conditions such as addiction, obsessive compulsive disorder, and homophobia

• Perfect for book clubs: The perfect book club pick because it explores many diverse themes including the power of forgiveness, the definition of family, and running from your past

Summary
A family falling apart at the seams is stitched back together by a young stranger in the most unconventional way possible—crop circles

Daniel travels through America’s countryside, secretly creating astonishing crop circles that leave communities mystified. But when a dying Vermont corn farmer hires Daniel in an effort to breathe new life into the town he loves, Daniel is drawn into a community struggling to stitch itself back together. For once he is forced to stand still, and face the past he’s been running from all this years.

For fans of Phaedra Patrick and Fredrik Backman, this astonishing debut explores the healing power of forgiveness, the sometimes unconventional definition of family, and the realization that home is not defined by the walls you build, but by the people you choose to build them with.

Contributor Bio
ERICA BOYCE is a graduate of Dartmouth College and Harvard University. She lives outside of Boston with her husband and a Corgi named Finn. This is her debut novel.
The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek
A Novel
Kim Michele Richardson

Key Selling Points:

• Early praise: The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek has already received exceptional advance praise from authors like Sara Gruen (Water for Elephants), “Richardson's rendering of stark poverty against the ferocity of the human spirit is irresistible.”

• Awards: Richardson is a decorated author; her most recent novel, The Sisters of Glass Ferry, was nominated for the Southern Book Prize

• Perfect for book lovers: The perfect book for booklovers that demonstrates what kind of power books—and librarians—have in our lives

• Authenticity: Kim Richardson’s writing style is incredibly moving and her southern roots lend authenticity to the Appalachian voice of the book

• Based on real life events: Inspired by the true and historical blue-skinned people of Kentucky and the brave and dedicated Kentucky Pack Horse Library service

Summary
A young outcast braves the hardships of Kentucky’s Great Depression and brings truly magical objects to her people: books. Inspired by the brave women of the Pack Horse Library Project!

Cussy Mary Carter is the last of her kind, her skin the color of a blue damselfly in these dusty hills. But that doesn't mean she's got nothing to offer. As a member of the Pack Horse Library Project, Cussy delivers books to the hill folk of Troublesome, hoping to spread learning in these desperate times. But not everyone is so keen on Cussy's family or the Library Project, and the hardscrabble Kentuckians are quick to blame a Blue for any trouble in their small town.

The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek is a story of raw courage, fierce strength, and one woman's determination to bring a little bit of hope to the darkly hollers.

Contributor Bio
KIM MICHELE RICHARDSON was born in Kentucky and resides part-time in Western North Carolina. Her work includes Liar's Bench, GodPretty in the Tobacco Field and The Sisters of Glass Ferry. The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek is her fourth novel.
Little Lovely Things
A Novel
Maureen Joyce Connolly

Key Selling Points:
• **Sourcebooks has proven success in this space:** Gripping child-in-peril premise will appeal to readers of in-house successes such as *One More Day* and *Boy, 9, Missing*

• **Notable debut:** Connolly’s knack for creating unforgettable characters and her fresh, poignant narrative style will position her as a notable debut in the women’s fiction space

• **Perfect for book clubs:** Dramatic situations and emotional content make for a great book club read with lots of potential topics for discussion

Summary

*A mother’s chance decision leads to a twist of fate that is every parent’s worst nightmare*

Claire Rawlings, mother of two and medical resident, will not let the troubling signs of an allergic reaction prevent her from making it in for rounds. But when Claire’s symptoms overpower her while she’s driving into work, her two children in tow, she must pull over. Moments later she wakes up on the floor of a gas station bathroom—her car, and her precious girls have vanished.

The police have no leads and the weight of guilt presses down on Claire as each hour passes with no trace of her girls. All she has to hold on to are her strained marriage, a potentially unreliable witness who emerges days later, and the desperate but unquenchable belief that her daughters are out there somewhere.

LITTLE LOVELY THINGS is the story of a family shattered by an unthinkable tragedy. Played out in multiple narrative voices, the novel explores how the lives of those affected fatefully intersect, and highlights the potential catastrophe of the small decisions we make every day.

**Contributor Bio**

MAUREEN JOYCE CONNOLLY has a BS from MSU and an MA in Liberal Studies from Wesleyan. *Little Lovely Things* is her debut novel.
A Blunt Instrument
Georgette Heyer

Key Selling Points:
- **Gorgeous repackage of a classic Georgette Heyer mystery:** Sourcebooks is rereleasing all of the Georgette Heyer mysteries with amazing new packaging, and in an accelerated publishing schedule, which will feed customer demand.

- **Perfect for fans of Agatha Christie:** "Ranking along such incomparable whodunnit authors as Christie, Marsh, Tey, and Allingham." - *San Francisco Chronicle*

- **Strong sales of the first edition:** Sourcebooks has sold over 25,000 copies of the its first edition of *A Blunt Instrument*

Summary
In a Georgette Heyer mystery, there’s no such thing as a perfect murder...

MYSTERY
When Ernest Fletcher is found bludgeoned to death in his study, everyone is shocked and mystified. After all, Ernest was well liked and respected...which leaves one pressing question on everyone's tongues: Who would kill the perfect gentleman?

Superintendent Hannasyde, with consummate detective skills, is on the job. He'll uncover one dirty little secret after another, and with them, a host of people who all have reasons for wanting Ernest dead. And when a second murder adds a grotesque twist to this unusual case, Hannasyde is quick to realize that he's up against a killer on a mission...

Contributor Bio
GEORGETTE HEYER wrote over 50 books, including Regency romances, mysteries, and historical fiction. Heyer was legendary for her research, historical accuracy, her inventive plots and sparkling characterization.
Duplicate Death
Georgette Heyer

Key Selling Points:
• Gorgeous repackage of a classic Georgette Heyer mystery: Sourcebooks is rereleasing all of the Georgette Heyer mysteries with amazing new packaging, and in an accelerated publishing schedule, which will feed customer demand

• Heyer has received high praise for her mysteries: “Miss Heyer has the delightful talent of blending humor with mystery.”—Boston Evening Transcript

• Heyer is a beloved classic author: whose mysteries will appeal to readers of Agatha Christie, Dorothy L. Sayers, Margery Allingham, and Josephine Tey

Summary
Double the murder means double the stakes in this Golden Age mystery from Georgette Heyer

When a game of Duplicate Bridge leads to a double murder, things are not as they seem. The two crimes appear identical, but were they carried out by the same hand?

This is a challenging case for Inspector Hemingway...but the game becomes much more complicated when his friend Timothy's fiancée becomes the number one suspect. Timothy is determined to clear his love's name...but when you dig into someone’s past, your bound to find a skeleton or two.

Contributor Bio
GEORGETTE HEYER wrote over 50 books, including Regency romances, mysteries, and historical fiction. Heyer was legendary for her research, historical accuracy, her inventive plots and sparkling characterization.
Detection Unlimited
Georgette Heyer

Key Selling Points:
• Gorgeous repackage of a classic Georgette Heyer mystery: Sourcebooks is rereleasing all of the Georgette Heyer mysteries with amazing new packaging, and in an accelerated publishing schedule, which will feed customer demand

• Strong praise: Heyer’s last mystery, Detection Unlimited is widely praised for its witty dialogue and engaging characters: “Georgette Heyer is second to none in her ability to make detective stories entertaining.”—Sunday Times

Summary
They all wanted him dead...but which one turned hatred into murder?

MYSTERY
Slumped on a seat under an oak tree is local solicitor Sampson Warrenby, murdered by a bullet to the head. And everybody in the village seems ready to tell Chief Inspector Hemingway who did it. Could the murderer have been the dead man’s niece, who found him in the first place? The couple at the farm had a guilty secret—what was it? And why is it someone else actually wants to be the prime suspect?

Detection is unlimited when everyone in the tiny village has a theory about who murdered the socially pushy newcomer. With no shortage of motives and means, it’s up to Chief Inspector Hemingway to uncover which of the villagers had the temerity to turn hatred into murder.

Contributor Bio
GEORGETTE HEYER wrote over 50 books, including Regency romances, mysteries, and historical fiction. Heyer was legendary for her research, historical accuracy, her inventive plots and sparkling characterization.
Penhallow
Georgette Heyer

Key Selling Points:
• Gorgeous repackage of a classic Georgette Heyer mystery: Sourcebooks is rereleasing all of the Georgette Heyer mysteries with amazing new packaging, and in an accelerated publishing schedule, which will feed customer demand

• Perfect for fans of Agatha Christie: “Ranking along such incomparable whodunit authors as Christie, Marsh, Tey, and Allingham.”—San Francisco Chronicle

Summary
Murder is a family affair in a classic country house mystery from bestselling author Georgette Heyer

Penhallow is Heyer’s most unusual mystery, a psychological thriller about a family tyrant whose murder has shocking and far-reaching unintended consequences. Hated for his cruel and vicious nature, yet ruling his family with an iron hand from his sickbed, tyrannical patriarch Adam Penhallow is found murdered days before his birthday. His entire family had assembled for his birthday celebration, and every one of them had access and the ways and means to commit the crime. As accusation and suspicion turn in one direction, then another, the claws and backstabbing come out and no one is exempt from the coming implosion.

Contributor Bio
GEORGETTE HEYER wrote over 50 books, including Regency romances, mysteries, and historical fiction. Her barrister husband, Ronald Rougier, provided many of the plots for her detective novels, which are classic English country house mysteries reminiscent of Agatha Christie. Heyer was legendary for her research, historical accuracy, her inventive plots and sparkling characterization.
The Last List of Miss Judith Kratt
A Novel
Andrea Bobotis

Key Selling Points:
- **Debut Author to Watch:** A stunning debut from an author who writes with Southern lyricism, and includes dark family secrets in her suspenseful storytelling
- **Story is Enriched by Interesting Angle:** A fascinating inventory/list of possessions kept by the main character frames the story, and the fraught race relations of that time period, in an interesting and meaningful way
- **Atmospheric Writing:** Combining the author’s incredibly atmospheric writing style with the book’s complicated characters, readers can’t help but be pulled into a beautiful and timeless portrayal of family, forgiveness, and the South

Summary

Some bury their secrets close to home, others scatter them to the wind and hope they land somewhere far away

Judith Kratt inherited all the Kratt family had to offer - the pie safe, the copper clock, the murder that no one talks about - and she knows in her old bones that it’s time to make an inventory of her household and its valuables. But she finds that cataloging the family belongings—as well as their misfortunes—won’t contain her family’s secrets, not when her wayward sister suddenly returns, determined to expose skeletons that the Kratts had hoped to take to their grave.

Interweaving the present with chilling flashbacks from one fateful evening in 1929, Judith pieces together the influence of her family on their small South Carolina cotton town, learning that the devastating effects of dark family secrets can last a lifetime and beyond.

Contributor Bio

ANDREA BOBOTIS was born and raised in South Carolina and received her PhD in English Literature from the University of Virginia. Her novel was the runner-up for the James Jones First Novel Fellowship in 2014. Andrea now lives in Denver, CO, where she teaches with the Lighthouse Writers Workshop.
The Fallen Architect
A Novel
Charles Belfoure

Key Selling Points:
• **New York Times** bestseller author with major reviews and praise: Praised by Malcolm Gladwell as "a beautiful and elegant account," *The Paris Architect*, Belfoure’s debut, was a *New York Times* bestseller, an Indie Next Pick, and has sold more than 270,000 copies

• **Great acclaim for Belfoure’s last novel:** *House of Thieves* was an Indie Next Pick, a LibraryReads Pick, and a Target Book Club selection

• **Booksellers, librarians, and readers love Belfoure’s novels:** “A twisted mystery... Belfoure gets better and better.” — Karen Bakshoian, Letterpress Books (Portland, ME)

Summary
Now in trade paper! This riveting novel from *The New York Times* bestselling author of *The Paris Architect*, follows a man in disgrace who finds that digging up the past is the only road he can take

Architect Douglas Layton has lost everything. The balcony of one of his beautiful music halls collapsed during a packed performance, killing dozens. Layton knows the flaw was not in his design; someone else must have caused the dreadful catastrophe. But with no proof and a hoard of furious Londoners screaming for blood, someone has to take the fall—and Layton finds himself facing a five-year prison sentence.

When he is finally freed, Layton is determined to start over. With a new name and identity, he takes a job as a set painter. But as Layton begins to discover dead bodies hidden within theatre halls across London, it soon becomes clear that something darker is chasing him. When he unearths a clue that ties the bodies to the disaster that ruined him, he knows that redemption is within his reach...unless the culprit gets to him first.

Contribution Bio
CHARLES BELFOURE is the nationally bestselling author of *The Paris Architect* and *House of Thieves*. He has been a freelance writer for *The Baltimore Sun* and *The New York Times*. He lives in Maryland. Visit [www.charlesbelfoure.com](http://www.charlesbelfoure.com).
**Templar Silks**  
Elizabeth Chadwick

**Key Selling Points:**
- **Beloved and bestselling author:** Elizabeth Chadwick is a *New York Times* bestseller, with more than 400,000 copies sold in the United States
- **Extraordinary Reviews:** Chadwick is one of the best-reviewed historical fiction authors: “A star back in Britain, Elizabeth Chadwick is finally getting the attention she deserves here.” *USA Today*
- **Film and TV Option for the first book in the series:** Readers can’t get enough of William Marshal, and *The Greatest Knight* has recently been optioned to film and TV

**Summary**  
A new historical fiction masterpiece from highly acclaimed, *New York Times* bestselling Elizabeth Chadwick!

**England, 1219.** Lying on his deathbed, William Marshal, England’s greatest Knight, realizes it is time to fulfill his vow to the Templars and become a monk of their order for eternity.

As he waits for his sacred burial shrouds to return, he looks back upon his long-ago pilgrimage with his brother Ancel, and the sacred mission entrusted to them - to bear the cloak of their dead young lord to Jerusalem and lay it on Christ’s tomb in the church of the Holy Sepulcher. The third story in a tale of deadly politics, devious scheming, and the lusts of powerful men and women at rule, *Templar Silks* is the tale of one man as he attempts to uphold his honor and his life to become England’s Greatest Knight.

**Contributor Bio**  
ELIZABETH CHADWICK is the *New York Times* bestselling author of more than 20 historical novels, including *The Greatest Knight, To Defy a King, Lady of the English, For the King’s Favor, The Scarlet Lion, Shadows and Strongholds,* and *A Place Beyond Courage,* five of which have been shortlisted for the Romantic Novelists’ Awards.
Leave No Scone Unturned
Denise Swanson

Key Selling Points:
• **Strong sales for first book in the series:** *Tart of Darkness*, is a fan favorite and has sold more than 15,000 copies

• **New York Times** bestselling author Denise Swanson is beloved in the category and has a robust fan base that will buy anything she writes

• A college town setting and unique plot twists make LEAVE NO SCONE UNTURNED stand out from the rest of the cozy category

Summary
**New York Times** bestseller Denise Swanson serves up another delicious cozy mystery!

It's the beginning of a new school year at Normalton University, and Dani Sloan has purchased a table for the big orientation extravaganza on the quad. She's determined to recruit the incoming freshmen as customers for her innovative packed-lunch business. Her food samples are a hit, but the good always seems to come with a dose of bad, and just a few days later, a man is murdered during the annual college-sponsored zombie crawl.

Once again, Dani finds herself caught up in something much more sinister than she had ever imagined when she opened her ambitious Chef-to-Go business--and the only way to ensure her own safety is to catch the culprit--fast.

Contributor Bio
Denise Swanson is the **New York Times** bestselling author of the Welcome Back to Scumble River and Chef-to-Go mystery series. She has been nominated for RT Magazine’s Career Achievement Award, the Agatha Award, and the Mary Higgins Clark Award.
Penne Dreadful
Catherine Bruns

Key Selling Points:
• **Bestselling author:** Catherine Bruns is a *USA Today* bestselling author with a delightful writing style and characters readers will root for

• **An entire series for readers to fall in love with:** There are three books scheduled in the Italian Cooks mystery series, giving readers a chance to really fall in love with the charming world of Harvest Park

• **Sourcebooks is emerging as a leading cozy publisher:** With authors like Denise Swanson, Sourcebooks is producing the best cozies on the market.

Summary
*Tessa can’t bake heads or tails of her husband’s murder in this first book in the Italian Cooks cozy mystery series!*

While Tessa Esposito attempts to come to terms with her husband Dylan’s recent passing, she discovers that his death was no accident. With the police stumped for clues, Tessa uses her Italian cooking expertise and takes a job at Slice, a pizzeria located in the close-knit community of Harvest Park, New York...which happens to be the last place her husband was seen before he died.

Tessa soon discovers that anchovies aren't the only thing that stink about the family owned business. Secrets and suspects abound when she learns that many people were not especially fond of her husband - and his secrets might end up putting her in hot water.

**Contributor Bio**
CATHERINE BRUNS is the *USA Today* best selling author of the Cookies & Chance mysteries. She lives in New York with her very patient husband, three sons, and several spoiled pets. Catherine has a B.A. in English and is a former newspaper reporter and press release writer.
The Dead Girl in 2A
A Novel
Carter Wilson

Key Selling Points:
• **Hooks reader from the first page**: Unforgettable hook and high-stakes premise will make this a must-read for fans of books like *The Flight Attendant* and *The Woman in the Window*

• **Last novel received glowing praise**: *USA Today* bestselling author Carter Wilson continues to prove his talent as a storyteller; *Mister Tender’s Girl* received glowing praise, including a starred review from *Booklist* and was called “Murderously, morbidly good!” by Kate Towery of Fountain Bookstore in Richmond, VA

• **Readers are clamoring for more psychological suspense**: Psychological suspense continues to sell well and readers can’t seem to get enough of original, well-told stories in the category

Summary

Connecting the dots between you and a stranger can be a dangerous game to play

Jake Buchanan is a successful writer with an 8-year-old daughter and an imploding marriage. When he gets on a plane and discovers an instant connection with seatmate, Clara Stone, he's delighted. But when Clara confesses that she's going to Colorado to kill herself, Jake searches frantically for a way to convince her not to go through with her plan.

*The Dead Girl in 2A* is the story of what happens to Jake and Clara after they get off that plane, and the manipulative figure from their childhoods that has brought them together decades later. Intensely creepy, beautifully-written, and full of Carter Wilson's signature whom-can-you-trust paranoia, this is a psychological thriller unlike any you've read before.

Contributor Bio

CARTER WILSON is the award-winning and *USA Today* bestselling author of *Mister Tender’s Girl*. He lives outside of Boulder, Colorado, with his two children. Visit him at www.carterwilson.com.
The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek
Kim Michele Richardson
Check In at the Pine Away Motel
A Novel
Katarina Bivald

Key Selling Points:
• **Bivald’s first title was beloved by booksellers, librarians, and readers:** Katarina is a *New York Times* bestselling author and *The Readers of Broken Wheel Recommend* was a #1 Indie Next pick, a LibraryReads Pick, and received starred reviews from *Library Journal* and *Publishers Weekly*

• **Small Town Settings:** A small town Oregon setting has the heartwarming sense of place, community, and hope that readers love from Katarina

• **Unique Hook Will Catch Readers Attention:** A charming story with a unique hook that will expand Katarina’s readership

Summary
The new novel from Katarina Bivald, author of the #1 Indie Next Pick and *New York Times* bestseller, *The Readers of Broken Wheel Recommend*

After an accident kills Henny, the manager of the Pine Away Motel and Cabins, she watches as the three people who mean the most to her are reunited at her funeral. All three are unhappy, and Henny is devastated to know that she’ll have to leave them when they need her the most. But…what if she doesn’t have to leave after all?

With the funeral over and the last casserole dish packed up and carted home, Henny realizes she has one last opportunity to help her friends discover the happiness they once knew. In order for her loved ones to move forward, Henny must look back. It seems unpacking old memories are the only way for Henny to stop history from repeating itself and to help heal her best friends once and for all.

Contributor Bio
KATARINA BIVALD is the author of the instant *New York Times* bestseller and #1 Indie Next Pick *The Readers of Broken Wheel Recommend*. She lives outside of Stockholm, Sweden. She grew up working part-time in a bookshop.